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Securi ty ™racks Prowler

Stu-A Budget:

$5000 Deficit

P by PHilio Glouchevi tch

A prowler has made app ear'ances on tlie Colby campus , and has
threatened several girls. Head of security J eff Gordon mentio ned that the
"deviate " rias been followed "incident
-for incident. "
--¦
TThe prowler apparentl y peered
into, windows , verball y abusing the in- " -.
habitants , and even': threatened that he ha(
a gun. -No gun was observed. .
Gord on, who is working in
conjunction with the Waterville Detective
Department , monitered the call to
Clarence\Bernadini , the; Security -officer '
on duty; at which time both officers con¦
verged on the scene7 Since the man had . ':.-.
fled, Gordon compiled written statements
firom the involved.students. "We are total
ly dependant on? the complaintant in 7
¦ ¦¦
order to ascertain- the frequ ency and • '
location of the suspect. "
. Accordin g to 'Gordon , the
officer had good response time, despite
some student complaints as to the delay.
Th e officer 's duty is-not to ru sh to the
complaintant 's room as" fast as he can ,
Gordon said , but to watch for suspect
¦
activity. ; ;;¦:¦- y yy -y :y ^: ' y ..'
\y " . '
Dean.of Housing J anice
Seitzinge r;has notified the H ead Residents
of every dorm to inform residents about
the prowl er. She also advised students * to
close blinds , curtains , and doors , pointing
otit that the campus js not ah isolated^
'', '
haven. .
' ^ ."" ' . ~ :
"
The Security Department is
staiffed with six officers ' who take thre e,
shifts over .a. 24 hour day. Because of a
vacancy, only twoTmen instead of . three
have been jvork ing oh the 11.p.m. to . '. . ' ;
7 a, m; shift; two of fleets work frtorn 3 .;
to ll p.m. j Gordon himsdf works unassisted from 7 a.m. to 3 p.m.
7
Security is reached throug h the
switchboard by the hotline , X347. The
switchboard operator then alerts the officer

on duty wherever he may be by radio. Gordon stated , that communications and personnel are two. facet s of
securit y being upgraded. The qualification
for security officers were , in the past ,
vague. Nick Kaan , the new Director of
Personnel , is evaluating the Security ~:
Personnel arid expects a draft of qualif- ¦
ications by Janu ary. Meanwhile , th e ,. "'
officers attend lectures and workshops
in crime prevention. One officer has even
enrolIed ~in the standard Police Academy.
The Security department "
consists
of Gordon , Clarence
currentl y
Bernadini , J ames Goodale , Walter Brown ,
and Danny Dutil.

Causes Guts
by Thomas St all

A special meeting of the Stu-A board was
held last Thursday in order to app rove stud ent
organization bud get allocation s, which were
worked out by Treasurer Cheri Bailey and the
Head of Security,Jeff Gordon
Budget Committee. At the meeting all the
bud gets were approved as worked out by th e
Committee: .
.. .
The structure of the allocations was such
that a $5,000 deficit resulted. This was
done in order to allocate money to all organizations and clubs on campus. This year the
deficit occured because more organizations
asked for funds and Stu-A is operatin g on
by Nick Menc her
a bud get of $78,000, which is $10,000 less
The Executive Council of the Stu-¦ of a three year contract with the AP thatv
than last year.
dent Association voted on Monda y night to - : provides a wire service and an audio new s
This decrease over last year is due to two
alter th e terms of the budget allocation fori ' ¦-V servic e. The combined charge for both
reasons. Last year 's Stu-A had a $6,000 surservices is $167.85 a week.
Colb y 's student run radio " staion. This was ;
plus from the proceeding year. This year 's
¦
'
•'
done to facilitate Stu-A's/current investigationi , . • : ' ..
.
has an approximate $4,000 deficit ffom last
. '
year 's bud get, due to unauthorized expendiinto the station 's contract with the Associated7
Th e terms; of the first Stu-A
tures and the Spencer y\itel court settlement. ,
Press. 7
allocation were that WMHB be awarded
• Even with the deficity Bailey said there
$1,000 for this year 's operating costs and
was an average 26% ^28% cut in the budget
The Stu-A is recommending that . $5,000 forTthe ^\P services which would be
requests. To cover the deficit she announced
WMHB attempt to withdraw from their concontingent on finding a less expensive . .
a policy of putting any revenues raised by a
tract with the AP. However , the Executive
and adequ ate rep lacemetn for the AP services. club int o the General .
Fun d.,Bailey said she
Board of WMHB expressed a. mutua l. desire "
Under the new allocation policy, $1,000
continued on p a g e4.
to continue their contract with AP in an inwill be granted for operating costs, Stu-A
formal meeting of the board last Thursda y.
will pay fqr ^
.future ';^
; :furjrtier j iiwe$tig ^^
The disagreemen t between WMHB '
Scot Lehi gh , Publi c Information Chairand Stu-A seems to center on. the question ^; y <7;;sourc e^
person , who said , "I don 't think the con"
of the importance of the AP semces td< the 7 ¦A N^f^^ |Md ^ctob " er>Jbm .^br; itKe , 77 trac t is unbreakable , I don 't think they 're
station and to the Colby communtiy. -y7 !'7 yA^^%$ $iJ ^^
acting in good fai th by not trying to get out
¦
7' :
OTH ins;nbw '; in';thci ^i*yea^M payments while^WMHB is^under inve stigation. " .©f it. '' - ' ;. . . -; - '..'
f
e^
^ ^
Last Februar y, WMHB ent er ed
, into negotiations with the AP to renew
their , ejdsting contr act. Accordin g to Uchida ,
|^^ £a|
$ea ^^
'/ yeW.'s' - 'Stu-A budget ;' Recordin g to Rich Uchida , ^mejfno was^ sent
. to libn Graha m , then
chajurpcrs pn of Sui-A, outlinin g plans t o
fffiju 3j$^ ^
•wKo'^h]^
negotiate for a. new contrac t. Uchida claims
'Pr ^idMt ^
thafcStu ^A was 'Veil aware tha t MHB had
entered! -Into ' negotia tions with AP. When
^o&btc'v ^
this memo was unanswered , Uchida int erpre t ed
this M;Stu-A' s approval of th e planned contract
#c1iiaa $$&^^
to y 77 r'^uic^;i30;';i 978..he :sighed the hew three year
'^oppotto ^
as |
J ?M:oifr ^
^nirrac t a representati ve (^f , The Mayflower
H#I*h^^ ^
Hill Bro adcasting Corporatio n.
;
;
^ qui ^ent s!n^#ft ^
. ¦• •' • ' :'.•¦ : ' '/ ¦ ¦¦. ' • ' ' v !. ' ' ; ¦ ' • ; * .
: v.
>- '7;(Mohel , in response t o the signing
i377 :7<iy#^iM>E ^
of' thei contract and the memo ', said "Even
¦
•;;Moheli (.'while- recogni« n& tbetfmportant irole
if the memo had been sent to"' Graham , no- • ¦¦;. .
^ :*' isi
y;6fv the; tydlq t r ^ri:on ie4mpus; :8ajd,^If^';; y y t hing
;,wlid until there is a vote by the :
l^Rlch 'iXfe^ia'&n ^^
ExecutiyrBoard to expend future funds.
febf th cicbhtra cti the ^ StM^iboar d will conv
rT ^fac ^
^ia cr ^im^;^
have shown WMHB that there Wasn 't a
sttbh
gicase fbr signing the ¦contract. "
^^VyM
,;
^rjardj ^^^
. .7- : continued oh page 6
7' -7 ' 7 777 '

Student AssociationAnd
WMHR AtOddsOver AP Wire
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Indian Land Claims Settlement May
Be In Sight
WASHINGTON - A settlement plan
proposed by U.S. Sen. William D. Hathaway
and approved by President Carter may
mean a final solution to jth e Indian land
claims issue, but only if all the parties
involved agree to the plan , Hathaway
stressed when he unveiled the proposal to^
a joint session of the Maine state legislature
Tuesday night.
So far, only Carter, Hathaway, and his
fellow Democratic Senator Edmund Muskie
have come out fully in favor of the plan,
though other state officials have expressed
optimism that a final settlement is in sight.
The plan, which calls for an out-ofcourt settlement financed by the federal
government, would give Penobscot and
Passamaquoddy tribes 100,000 acres of
land now owned by Maine's large papa
companies and $27 million to extinguish all
Indian claims against individual landowners
and municipalities.
Spokesmen for the paper companies
say they have agreed to sell the 100,000
acres, but haven't decided which land and
what the price will be. Carter has said he
will recommend the federal government
make $10 million available for the purchase

G overn or 's Son Arr est ed
*
i

.

. ..

•

•

WATERVILLE - Stephen J. Longley,
21-year-old son of Gov. James B. Longley,
was given a summons for operating under
the influence early last Thurs day morning
shortly after, leaving Colby College where

he had been visiting a friend, a Waterville
police officer who issued the summons said.
The officer said the summons was
issued after LongleyVcar went off the
road at the intersection of Kennedy Memorial Drive and Washington Street:
Longley was later arrested on a charge of disorderly conduct When he reportedly
"became belligerent" in the emergency room
of Thayer Unit, "Mid-Maine Medical Center
where he had been taken for a blood test. 7
police said/ 7
,-lh a statement released Friday, Gov.
Longley said he was/'prbud and- grateful
for the.many outstanding qualities our
son possesses, and proud and grateful for
the~judicial system we have here in Maine."
Longley said he would make no -further
comment because he said he feels "the
courts should treat my son as any other
citizen, no better or worse,"
Stephen is scheduled to appear in Water
ville District Court Oct. 27 to be arraigned
on the two charges. He will be represented
by Portland attorney Thomas Monaghan.

with incomes below $15,000. The grants
average $1,000.
The new measure will raise the top grant
to $1,800, provide more generous grants
to low-income students and make eligible
students from families with incomes up to
about $26,000.

Strike Da y A Succ ess .
Most of the police departments approached last week by journalists and private citizens asking to see their arrest records complied with the requests, making
the Maine Press Association's Strike Day a
success, a spokesman for the MPA announ•_ '
y. ,
ced.-. 7
Only twelve departments were reported
walking at the test of their compliance
with the state's Freedom of Access law,
some of which have been slated for investigation by District Attorney Joseph Bren- nan.
The one-day test was conducted by the
MPA as a follow-up to its survey two '
months ago which indicated that most cf
the 77 police agencies in the-state still
kept their files confidential.
; Both police and news agencies had developed advisory committees to keep confrontation to a minimum.

More College-Aid Gr ants Available
WASHINGTON - A college aid package
passed ih Congress' marathon final session
will make an estimated 1.5 million more
college students) including some, with incomes up to $26,000, eligible for federal
grants next fall.
The bill will expand the Basic Educational Opportunities Grant program, the
cornerstone of the government's current
$3.8 billion grant, loan, and work-study
programs for college students.
An estimated 2.1 million of the 11.6
million U.S. college students are eligible
this 'year 'for grants ranging from $200 to
$1,600. but nearly all are from families
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Presidintlal
Search In
Action

O ld Farm er 's Almanac Pr edic t s Lon g,
Hard Win t er
DUBLIN, N.H. - It's going to be a long, cold winter, Abe Weatherwise, the crus ty
meteorological soothsayer of. the Old Farmer's Almanac warns.
|
• In the 187th edition of the nation's
oldest continuing publication, Abe cautions
that despite a mild beginning, the coming
winter will be as bad . as its two predecessors.
...y- y
¦ The almanac was onily six days off in
predicting the "Blizzard of 1978," and was
.considered accurate enough in 1944 to be
banned by the U.S. government for fear the
enemy would gather weather information
. ;' '
fro m it. . ¦• . - '
The t eam of Alman ac forecas ters , who
wri te under Abe's pseu d onym , predict
Thanksg iving week of 197 8 will in t roduce a
string of cold waves east of Mississippi , y
which wiU turn 'into another major snowstorm at the end of January 1979 "to remind us of last Winter," 7
""7
Though skiers in the West are given
optimistic hews, Abe predicts the East; in
spite of cold weather, will no t experience
t he abundance of snow which has fallen
the last two winters.
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by Dave Linsky
The search for Colby's next President moved into high gear,last week
as the list of over 120 outside applicants
has been reduced to 21 names.
Robert E.L. Strider . Colbv's 17th
president, will retire next July 1
The Campus Advisory Committee,
chaired by Sociology Professor Jonas O.
Rosenthal, will report to the Presidential
Search Committee on Saturday the list of those applicants who have passed the V
first stage of consideration.
That list is apart from those candidates from within the college who are
still under consideration by the Advisory
Committee; and ithose candidates nom- 7
inated b y the college community.
Approximately 40 additional candidates have been proposed by .members
of trie Search Committee or by others .
close to the college and are being contacted
by the college's representative, former
Connecticut.College President Charles
Shain, or by Search Committee members.
Shain is serving as an interviewer in the ,
selection process.
The Campus Advisory. Committee
will meet this afternoon to formalize
their criteria and to discuss the inter- A.
viewing process for the expected four to
six finalists. The final interviews are expected to take place on the Colby campus
early next year.
The Search Committee, chaired by
Trustee Robert N. Anthony, will meet
Saturday morning to hear a preliminary
report on Shain's efforts in soliciting
applications from those proposed by the
commitee and by members of college
community. According to one committee
source, "one out of five " acceptances by
those contacted would be a "good response."
Many of th ose involved now feel
that the selection will be made at the"•- ¦
April meeting of the Board of Trustees.
The Board has final approval power over,
the Search Committee 's choice.
Mark MacAuliffe '79 serves as the V
student member of the Search Committee.
English Dep ar t men t Ch airman D ouglas
Archiblad and Geology Department
Chairman Donaldson Kbons are the faculty representatives. Director of Special
Programs Robert Kany is coordinating
" "' *• ''"'' ' 7
the search effort.
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EP£-J an Plan Chan ges?
. .. .. '" '. "

by J ane Eklund

The Educational Policy;Committee
during JanfHan , but students receive no
continued discussion of the EPC s'ubcom- ;
credit for them. The EPC voted to acmittee's proposals on Jan Plan at its Tuescept this proposal.
'77
day meeting.
Next; the committee unanimously
The members began by considering
voted that "All January Program offerthe second section of tiie Bundy proposal:
ings are to be sponsored by some depart"Students are expected tb participate in at ~ ment or interdisciplinary program."
least two on-campus J anuary.Programs,
They also passed the last section of
one of which' must be taken during the
the Jan Han recommendation: "No student
may enroll for more than one January Profreshman year."
There was some question as to wlief
gram offering in any given January."
ther the proposal's intent is to require only
Goulet ' then raised two questions:
two Jan Plans per student or to require ~
What body is to determine the degree of
four Jan Plans, two of which must be done
cfeditability of Jan Plans, and how will
on campus.. Professor Goulet made a twostudents go about making up Jan Plans?
part motion: 1. that one Jan Plan be
He suggested "a failed Jan Plan remain a
required for each fall semester in residence;
failure on the student 's transcripts, with
2. that at least two Jan Plans must be done
no make up."
on campus. Both sections were passed.
The committee moved on to the next
It was brought up that students might
section of the proposal: "Along with selecdeliberately fail Jan Plan if they didn't have
ted topics and independent stud y, courses
to riiake it up. Committee Chairman Dean
listed in the catalogue may be offered , on
Jenson said, "I think a failed course in
an intensive basis in January."
January should be viewed asa failed course
Students would then be able to fulfill
at any other time Of year."
area Or major requirements dunng January
Goulet then noted if credit is given
It was pointed but that some courses, are
to Jan Hans, the credit hour requirement
will probably be raised from 120 to 126.
now being offered on an intensive basis

IFC -What 's Up?
by Kathleen McH ugh
The Inter-Fraternity Council is a
board consisting of all Colby 's fraternity
from
presidents and two representatives
as
each fraternity. It aet^ a governing
body over the fraternities and tries to
resolve disputes between the houses.
. President Geoff Emmanuel says
the Council,"has always been around,
but it hasn't been used that much."Prominent in the early sixties, the IFC
faded away in the late sixties and early
seventies. It is just coming.back into •
importance now .
- In addition to overseeing the fraternity houses, the council also sponsors
the IFC Social Club , which holds parties
in conjunction with the Frat houses for
club members. Emmanuel said this year
the Council has been devoting most of
its energy to Ithe Social Club.
The Council is,also working on
in
i
||n

establishing a judiciary board. Similar to
the Student Judiciary Board, the IPC's
version would solve fraternity disputes. .
The Inter-Fraternity Council meets
every Monday at 6 pan.
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DeanJenson, ChairmanofEgC.
¦-" Student Rep Bill Leete said requiring
students to take Jan Plans for credit is
looking at the program from an overly
academic perspective. "1 don 't like the
idea that a student has to take two Jan .
Plans for credit." .
Professor, MacKay supported the
present credit system of "four check
marks." He asked, "Why don't we siinply
insist the Jan Plan Committee does its job
and doesn't allow totally ridiculous Jan
Plans?"
The basic argument against changing
Jan Plan is that the original purpose of the
program would be destroyed. Jenson said,
however, Jan Plan is no longer unique because most of the innovative courses that
were first offered during January, like
Field Experience and Independent Study
are now available throughout the year.
"It's no longer the Jan Plan it was 19
years ago, and that is very much to its
credit."

Tribute will be paid Edw ard H. Turner,
for 25 years Colby's chief fund-raiser, at
the annual Homecoming Weekend banquet
on Oct. 27.
. Recognized by the Alumni Council
will be Turner's dedicated efforts, which
helped the college construct 19 and renovate
four buildings since he was appointed director of development in 1953: He was named
vice-president in 1958.
His tenure saw seven major capital campaigns and the completion of the college's
41st facility, the Seeley G. Mudd Science
Building, part of a three-unit science complex
Turner also was involved in establishing
the Parents Association, the Graduate Parents Association, the President's Club, and
the Downcast Scholarship Program. He has
been active with the Colby Music Associates
and the Friends of Art.
Turner's contributions were acknowledged
with the conferring of.a Doctor of Humane
Letters in 1973. He received a Colby Brick
in 1965.
Born in Arlington, Mass., he is a 1936 '
graduate of Harvard.
. Prior to join ing Colby, he was adminis
trative assistant to the vice-president of
Liberty Mutual Insurance Company. He
participated in eight amphibious invasions
as a Navy Lieutenant during World War II
Active with the Council for the Advancement and Support of Education,
Turner is a trustee of Kents Hill School
in .Maine.
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7 7y - Everyone's..Cheering; for Yarriaha; And why riot? Today with
' 77y their new line of receivers, Yamaha's making the hottest news
_..:
M
y .7 ,in the Audio world; \
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y AVbile most ' manufacturers-are :s
-' .'.; ' power7Yar^"aha engineers are acheivlng ^^
¦
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Budget, Festiva l, Appoint ments
y

by Tom Stall
The Stu—A meeting on Monday
Night brought about change in the budget
appropriation to WMHB. The Stu-A Board
voted to reconsider their morion of last Thursday, which gave WMHB funds to .pay for their
Associated Press news service, if they could
not get out of their contract, and voted inadditional expenditures would be subject to
further investigations.
Sav ZemMlas, Cultural Life Chairperson, reported that the Medieval Festival
was a great success. He said the next Cultural
Life event would be a week of dance activities
in eariy November. Zembillas said that there
would be lectures, movies, and dances. Moire
information wil be out on posters soon.
Social life Chairperson, Gerrit
White, asked that all those people who borrowed
costumes for the festival, return them. Larry
Branyan, Acadenic life Chairperson, reported
that his committeehad'drawn up the questionaire for bourse evaluations. Branyan said that
the committee is now waiting for departmental
approval to pass them but in classes. These
course evaluations are on 100 and 200 level
courses and should be out by January.
Committee Chairperson, Dwight
Darrbw, announced a meetingof the Committee
Task Force on Thursday night in the Whitney
/
Room in Roberts Union.
Scot Lehigh, Public Information
Chairperson, announced that the next meeting
of the Student RepresentativeAssembly would
be held this Sunday night, Oct. 29, at 6:30,
Second Floor Roberts. Lehigh said that Gary
Weaver, Financial Aid Director, would not be
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able to attend the meetingas had been planned; 5
and he said that Ms. Jane Schwartz, Women's ' .
7 y
Health Advisor, would speak then.~y
SSd Mohel, ExecutiveChairperson, :
thanked the Cultural life and Social Life
Cbmnitteesfor die good job trik they did ;
reported
on thfe Medieval Festival.He
^
that there was an opening oh the Student,
Judiciary for a male sophomore student. Anyone' interested can sign up at Roberts Desk..
At the ireeting, the members
of the Review and Evaluation Committeefor
the Stu-J were announced:
Stu-Rep Assembly
Duncan Gibson
Stu-Rep
Assembly
Andrew Frenkid
Comm.
Task
Force
Lucy NSchols
Cbmm.
Task
Force
Peter Foreran (Chair.)
Stu-J
Steven Earle
Stu-J Ktty Wile
Stu-J
Carl Castigan
Canqmsat-Large
Steven Pfaff
Meg Matheson : Qmpusat-Iarge
Chairperson Peter Foreman asked that students
attend the meetingsif possible, because the
committee plans to depend a lot on student
input.
:7
Representative to the TVustees
Joel Cutler announced that the Trustees would
be holding their Fall meeting this weekend and
that they would be on campus then. ;,

by Burr J ohnson

As a freshman", it has been easy to become
familiar with daily occurences on campus.1 7V.
One thing, however, that really surprised me
at first and still amazes me from time to time
is the daily ritual best described as the Mail;
box Check Trauma.
Many people seem to exist solely to receive
letters, and there are people in my dorm
who check their boxes five arid six times
daily. For many, whether the box is empty
or not can decide their mood, outlook, 77
and disposition for the rest of the day, or until they check it again.
A succession of two or three empty checks
in a day is certainly sufficient to provoke
an irritated mood. More than three empties
is reason enough to bag the books and the
hour exam coming up tomorrow, and make
a beeline for the Pub where there is plenty
of beer and wine to drown your sorrows.
Anytime you want to start an argument,
bring up the issue of the effects of receiv-

$ Budget

Gerrit ,White, Social Life Chairperson, said
he felt this policy would place the burden of
paying the~deficit on the larger organizasuch as Cultural life and Social
tions,
continued f r ompagel
and it would curtail their activities. . .. 7
Life,
hoped by Christmas the deficit would be
Bailey tlien stated the alternative would have
covered and the policy discontinued.
to
be a 10% further cut in the allocations, which
Sav ZemBillas, "Cultural Life~ChaTrperson,
which would hurt the small clubs.;brought up the point that some clubs use
Sid "Mohel, Executive Chairperson, asked
their revenues for future projects , and if this
that the discussion on ratification ' of 'the
policy were to be instituted then they would
policy "be curbed, and said a policy would
:
have to cancel some of their activities.
be put into effect later. Dwight Darrow, Corn-'
mitt.ee Chairperson , moved th e Board -allocat e
BOSTO N GLOBE
the bud gets as iif to deficit* spend and to have
. the Treasurer work out . a policy to; cover
NEW YORK TIMES
the deficit, This was'passed by the Board . . '
REPRESENTATIVE
Bailey said it would take her 3-4 weeks to
Needier! for 2nd Semester ~
work out a new revenue policy.
'
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CATALOG of COLLEG IATE RESEARCH
.

Over 10,000 listings! All subjects.
Sericl NOWexfor this FREE catalog.
^ offe r

pires Dec. 31, 1978)

. Send to: GQLtEGIATE RESEARCH ^^
P.O. Box 64396,Lbs Angeles,CA. 9Q073
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, Amar cord
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Oct. **
26-29
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.„„ .,
7:00 & 9:30

BRASS BELL EESTAURANT
i

'

i

FINE FOODS - GREAT SELECTION
Open Mon. - Thurs, 6 A.M. - 6 P.M.
Fri. - Snt. > 6 A.M. - 9 P.M.
• 7 A.M. - 1 P.M.
Sun. -

f

Sun. Serving llreakfast Only
SEAFOODS - ITALIAN DISHES
, PIZZAS - MUCH MORE

872-5622
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"EVER Y T H I N G IN M U S I C " '
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ing campus m ail-versus postmarked letters y
from friends or home. Some claim th at, 77
psychologically, getting campus mail,.such
as fraternity invitations or Dean's News, can
be fulfilling, or at least enough to prevent 7
"Empty Box BumOut". Oth ers insist that -.
campus mail is worse than- no mail - everyone
has:experienced the severe disappointment
of looking into the box to see an envelope,
easily distinguished from a folded Xerox,¦¦•. '• •
only to open the box; retrieve it and discover
it is a bill from the infirmary. 7 .
' 7 yOne of the crudest tricks that can be
pulled is that of misboxed mail. You bound
confidently to the bank-of boxes, sure this is
the morning that everyone, will have answered your letters. Without hesitating, you 7
look into your box, and sure enough, there is a letter waiting. You run through names
in your mind ; who uses that size envelope
and writes with' a green Flair? You open , the _
box, superpsyched to hear from the real world. It takes a few secbnds to realize that
a horrible misunderstanding has taken place.
The "Misboxed Mail Bum-Out" is worse than
the "Empty Box Bum-Out", but the "Mis- ;
boxed Package Slip Bum-Out"
is worst of
¦'•
' ¦ ¦. ¦ ;>• ' - • >y 7
¦all.' . ' ' - ". "¦ 'V v ¦.-.¦
•
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by Br uce O. Brown
people
are
porider-7
eftects of morning fogs. The custom later
Aware that many
;
ing the origins of such descriptive drinking
became known as a "phlegmcutter" or
words as "cocktail," -'teetotaler," and
"fbgcutter " and finally an "eye opener."
"highball*" the Licensed "Beverage IndusA toast is called that because of a
tries, Inc. has published a booklet contain17th century practice of dripping a piece
ing answers to. those and other such quesof warm bread into wine to improve its .
tions. It 's an eye-opener...er, very enlightenflavor.
,^
ing." , ' •-. .
Spanish explorers Castillo and Cortez
Author James Fenimore Cooper, for •noted in 1518 the abundance of a wine
example, is credited with developing the
made: from maguezs.' a type of yucca: its- '
"cocktail." Legend says that while a midfermented sap produces a drink known as
shipman in Lewiston, N.Y., in 1820, Cooper
pulque which, when distilled, becomes
mixed a bourbon drink in a place called
tequila.
7
Hustler's Tavern. The drink had a rooster's
Prohibition didn't make many people
.tail feather as a swizzle stick, and several
laugh, but one newspaper writer .observed bar patrons allegedly exclaimed "Vive la
that "abstinence is a wonderful thing - if
cocktail."
practiced in moderation," and humorist
The term "teetotaler" is found in
Will Rogers commented that Prohibition's
the records of Laingsburg, Mich. Temper- .
only virtue was that, "it was better than no
.ance Society of the 1830s. Two forms of
whiskey at all."
pledges had been offered , members: the .
first called for moderate drinking, the other
advocated complete abstinence*
Members' were identified on the roster
as "OP-Old Pledge" and "T^otal. " The
latter-were soon'khown as "teetotalers"
and the term became applicable to those
abstaining from all alchoholic beverages.
Tracking another origin, the booklet
says that in the i880s; railroaders in St.
Louis placed , a" ball on a high pole to signal an engineer to speed up. The .trainmen
thus had time only for a quick drink, usually whiskey and iwateri Thus the name
"highball" was coined.
And a few more ice-breakers for your
next frat party :
From 1821 to 1825, coffee became a
matter of great concern to many who
worried about its "increasing use as an
MfUMs—-w^aaijata^paa^iiL.- . gacacstwaagitf^sipBCSS-MaaTTn
[III ^Mn ^^ &^w^ 'r ^^ ^ 't^&n ^ V'' MJ ZfatTT ^
aphrodisiac." Temperance movemients "moi
IKI
bilized all their resources to batde its use,"
according to historian John Hull Brown,
Tea, at this time, was considered .a "rank
poison¦ " and was blamed for loss .of mem- :_ .
pry. ' '" .
77 -v /' .; ' ' ':y " ...yyAA¦' "' ¦' A .
In 1798, the ¦Rev. -EUj ah Craig accidentally discover ed that- new! whiskey aged
in charred white oak barrels tasted better ~
than th e regular swff. The r discovery was
made in Kentucky 's Bourbon Count y arid
th at 's wher e bourbon got it's name".
The earliest designation - for the first
1. TH.E (?ONCOpRSE, " : •
drink of th e day appeared in print in , 1798
Such indulgences were called "antif ogma- "
tics," based on the rationale th at the pracI
WATE RVIL LE
tice protec ted the practiti oner from the '
..
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. If you missed October's
Graduate School Exams, the next dates^
at Colby are in January. However, other
locations are: 7 ; . . - . y. ' . - . ' ¦A :
; 12/9-GRE
Bowdoin, Bates
12/2-LSAT :
Orono
Colby
, " y. 12/2-Pharmac.y
¦¦¦
Lewiston
:" - 12/9-PACE
l2/2-Foreign Service
Don't forget that the GMAT
for admission to business schools will be
given Sat., October 28th

January Graduates. Union
Mutual Insurance in Portland is looking
for 6-8 people who are interested in one
year of training and an eventual position
in sales. They have locations in every
major metropolitan area in the country.
The Positions will be available in January
For further information, contact the
Career Planning Office.

Students interested in MBA s
or an advanced degree in Management,
should sign up for the following inter'.
views next week:
Nov. 1 University of Rochester
Northeastern University
Nov. 2 Columbia University
' ' '— .
Nov.3 Syracuse University
Sign up is with Kathy Houle in Room 110
Lovejoy. Underclassmen welcomed.

New York s Pace University is
hosting a college Career Conference on
Nov. 4th to discuss job opportunities in
advertising, communications, and related
fields. If you are interested in more information, contact the Career Planning
Office (CPO).
The Women's Group is sponsoring a slide show and lecture on the
Maine Women's Conference held at Colby last April. The film, "The Legal Rights
of Maine Women" will be shown. Lecture
and slide show will be in the Smith Room,
6:30 p.m., Mon. the 30th.
¦
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i Two portfolios of symphonic music b,y
j
7 Brahms and Debussy from Bangor Public V
11 library. Coll Peter Re, Music Dope, ofr y i
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© WMHB

continued f r ompage1
John Caldwe ll, who was
Statio n Man ager dur ing February of last
Slavin,
year , said that he had spoken to Mike
then Treasurer of the Stu-A, and had told him
that be planned to atte mpt to negot iate
of the usua l
for a three year contract , instea d
news organ- five year contract offered by th e
ization. Accord ing to Caldwe ll, Slavin told
him to go on with the negotiati ons. When
Uchida took over as Operations Manager
on March 1, 1978 and Cheri Bailey rep laced
Slavin as Stu-A treasur er soon after , a mixup occured. According to Bailey, Slavin did
not tell her the situation involving the new
contract.
While Uchida claims he acted
in
"wrongly signing the contract without
consulting the Stu-A board" he maintains "th ey knew we were intendi ng to sign
it. "
In an article in last week's Echo ,
Uchida is quoted as claiming that without '
the AP, "we would have a very difficult
job fulfilling the legal requirements " of
the FCC in granting a new license to WMHB ,
According to the FCC , the news require- ments are based on the particular station
and are listed on WMHB' s original app lication and subsequent renewal forms. As these
forms are curr ently under consideration for
renewal by the FCC in Washington , D.C.,
it is impossible ^ to deter mine the exact percentage of air time tha t must legally be
devoted to news. Uchida claimed that
Chief Engineer Mark Fisher would know
the terms of the contract , but added that
Fisher is currentl y unavailabl e.
In reaction to Uchida 's claim ~
last week that AP gives the station "a

high degree of professiona lism", Gernt
Whit e, the current Social Life Chairperson ",
said, "I am irked that students at Colby
are paying $5,000 a year in the training of
a few students. "
Uchida claims that "WMHB does
not have enough staff to man " what would
be a full-time news/ bureau ," and because
of this the AP wire is a necessity. In reaction to this, Mohelsaid, "Thejwairitments
this year for a news staff that could functio:
without the AP has been negligible if at
all. We shouldn 't be fundin g a $5,000
rep lacement for the inabilit y of an organization , to get an adequate membershi p. If
the Echo doesn't' have enough peop le to
function , do they go downtown and hire
reporters from the Sentinel?"
, ' * , Several possibilities have been
suggested to replace AP if WMHB decides
to. attempt to with draw from contract.
Scott Lehi gh proposes that studen ts moni
tor, and replay the news broadcasts of the
Maine Public Broadcas ting Corporati on in
Orono . Lehi gh has received tentative ap-.
proval of the plan , barring any unforseen
legal technicali ties, from the MPB C' s program director . A definite decision will be
communicated to Lehi gh by October ,30.
J ohn Caldwell believes WMHB
could negotiate with the AP and offer
them another year 's contract if the AP .
will allow the Audio service to be turned .
off over Christmas and summer vacations.
Currentl y, the station is billed the regular
charge of $45 a week for the audio service
during 'these periods.
The Stu-A Executive Boar d will
meet with the members of WMHB 's Executive Board this Thursday in an attempt to
explore alternatives to the AP service to
find a mut ually satisfactory resolution to
the current situation.

The Parents Weekend Welcome Headquarters
in the Museum Lobb y of the Bixler Center
will be open from 6:00 to 9:00 p.m. on
Friday, and from 8:30 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. on
Saturday. Tickets should be picked up there.
The annual Crafts Sale sponsored by The 7
Colb y Friends of Art and The Colby Crafts
Guild will be held on Saturday and Smv
day, November 4. and 5 from 10:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. in the fieldhouse. All articles are
the work of professional Maine craftsmen.

Friday, November 3

Directed by Richard Uchida '79
Produced by Powder and Wig

Strider Thea ter
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for parents , faculty and students , (coffee'and doughnuts)

Museum of Art

to parents

10:00 to Pre-Christmas Crafts Fair
5:00 p.m. Fieldhouse
10:45 & Tours - Seeley G. Mudd Science
11,:15 a.m. Building ; Garrison-Fost er Health
1:00 p.m. Center and Performin g Art s Complex,(guides will begin tours at
these hours)

ll:3o;to Luncheon
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by student groups

Given Auditorium
' '' ,

y

8:45 to Open House and Dance
midnight FoSS Hall
* •

. - .-.

.

9:30 a.m.Catholic Mass

Lorimer Chapel

Crafts Fair

10:30 a.m.Bagel Breakfast
Sponsored by H illel

Smith and Robins Rooms,
Roberts '

11:00 a.mMorning Worship

Lorimer Chapel

~

. .y

Note to Parents : Theater tick ets can be
purc hased on a first come, first serve basis
for all performances. Admission will be
charged.
Tickets reserved by your parents should
be picked up at the Welcome Head quarters
in Bixler. If necessary, th ey may be picked
up on Thursda y or Friday, Novemb er 2 and
3, betw een 8:30 a.m. and noon or 1:.00
p.m. and 4:30 p.m., at th e Hill Famil y
House (located behind the tennis courts). . ,
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7:00 p.m. Concert

Fieldhouse

Given Audi torium
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Parents Weekend Special

6:30 p.m.Buffet ($5.20 per pers on; no
charge for students who eat on
campus)

, 10.00 to
5:00 p.m.

10:00 a.m. President 's Repor t

Dean J ohn Batch will be on
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Roberts Union , Second
Floor

Sunday, November 5.- ¦

Saturday , November 4
9:15 a.m. President 's Recep t ion

1: 30 p ;m. Varsity Footb all: Colb y
versus Tufts
Seaverns Field

Although the O'Keefe formula is secret , certain factors in the '
equation are well known: .
. -1. O'Keefe has a hearty, full-bodied flavor.
2. It is smooth and easy going down.
3. , Its head 'cpr yimands respect. L v
Our theory is that Einstein would have concluded: It s too good to
- . . . ¦; ¦. -' • '"
gu/ pV Relatively , speaking, of course.

for parents , faculty, and stud ents

(see Fri day evening)

8:00 p.ih. " Kennedy 's Childre n "

•

4:00 p.m. Dean of Students Reception

8:00 p.m. " Kenned ys Children "'

1:15 p.m. (no char ge)

How would Einstein
theorize about O'K eefe?
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Freshmen Parents Weekend
Schedule r
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the Office of Career
Jj 7 Counseling (LJ 110)
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320 Men 's and ladies' 4AA to 14 EEE

320 Rated number ono a. year ago , 1hls year's 320 Is even better , with several Importa nt fit , comfort * and p erformance lm- "*
provomonts , New one-piece upper and padded tongue, Now
fuller , boxior toe rosultln o from a broader last deslpn. New foam ,
backed tr icot heel cup that fits snu gly all around fo r improved
sup port. Now outer , solo wrap at tho too for Increased durability.
And Now Balance Is still the only shoo com pany offering full
width-sizing; and an arc h-support saddle,

SPECIAl PURCHASE
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Fi eldM
' ockeyRcmkedFirst IriM
by Carol Sly
The Colby Field Hockey team assumed
the unofficial first place ranking in Maine
by beating UMPI Friday. The 1-0 victory was only one of three victories dur ?
^
ing the week.
y
. . ¦'
The field hockey team travelled to
Nasson the previous Wednesday \ for a
conclusive victory 8-0. The first half
started out slowly for Colby, as Nasson ._
loosely controlled the ball for several plays
The Mules woke up quickly and started
, to play their game-fast , controll ed hbck"' 7 ; " ' ' . ;¦ y

ley.

The offensive dominance Colby had
in th e game is statisticall y seen in penalty
" corners: Mules 18* Nasson 2. Sue Meyer
was named offensive player ,of the game,
netting a hattrick for Colby . Chris J ackson pulled throug h in a penalty stroke
situation to net the 5th of 8 goals. Teammates Hartzell and Shostak each had 2 7
of the remaining goals.
Chris Hood along with Chris J ackson
controlled the midfield defensivel y,,
preventing Nasson from making any significant scoring threats. Hillary J ones
helped with the defensive play- and was
able to add to the scoring effort with
six shots on goal. . " , <• ' .
The big game of the week followed
on Friday when Colby played againstthe number one ranked Pres que Isle. The
•large crowd cheered-the Mules on in their
best effort of the season , and , a key
victory, 1-0.

Colby's SueMeyerf igh tsopponent f o r the ball. Meyeris one of
The defense worked as a tight , effective unit , breaking up even the best
of UMPI' s offensive plays. Goalie Sara
Bunnell was key in stopping all five of
the shots on her and executing well-dir¦
ected clears. ¦ ¦ .. .
Offensive domination again could be

the Mul es'leaders.

seen in total corners: Colb y 24, UMPI 12
Short , controlled passes enabled Colby
to repeatedl y work the ball into scorin g
positidn.Hartzell had 9 shots on goal.
Meyer 'h ad five shots and the only goal .
when she drove it past the goalie in the
first half.
"

UMPI came out of the hud dle after
the half , fired up to regain control. However, Colby continued to dominate , and
had numer ous scoring threa ts. The end
of the game saw UMPI makin g their final
unsucessful attempt to score. Colb y left
the field elated with their unofficial number
one ratin e in Maine.
The team travel led to Farmi ngton Mon
day to finish the season with their fifth '
consecutive shut-but , winning 3-0.
Strong wind and sleety rain didn 't stop
the Mules from dominatin g. Hartzell scored
earl y in the first half. She was set-up by a
penalty corner .to Meyer /who executed a
handslop for Lea Maher. Maher flicked the
ball towards the goal, and Hartzell placed
it in the corner.
~
The second was also driven in by
Hartzell , another clean shot that found the
corner of the net. J ones finished the scoring
with a hard drive that lifted and passed
the goalie. Colb y let up some th e second
half, but yh e offense was -stifl strong. Other
shots on 'goal were by. Shostak'w ith 6,
Maiher 5, and Meyer 4.
Saturday mornin g the Mules
went " to Thomas for their third win of
the week, 5-0.
The first half was slow, the . play was
loose, and sloppy. Betsy Shillito dr ove
in th e only goal with a crisp diagonal
drive to the opposite corner of the net.
Scorin g in the second :half reopened by
Shillito with a repeat of the same shot,
thr ee quick gaols followed by Shostak.
From left wing she drove in one hard
shot, then scored her second with a rush
on the goalie's pads. For her third , she
scooped the ball.int o the upper right hand
continued on page12
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Fo ur Cop leys
Currently At Colby
Two portraits by J ohn Singleton , Cop ley have been donated to the Colby
College Museum of Art by Arthur Drinkwater , a Boston attorney who died in May
of this year at the age of 98. It is believed the
subjects are ancestors of the Drinkwater
^
famil y.
The additions , "Li ttle Girl with
Grapes " and " Gent leman in a Brown Suit ,"
bring the museum 's Cop ley collect ion t o
y-y
four. . . . ' - Drinkwa ter earned his mast er 's degree
in 1901 and his law degree ih 1903 at
Harvard. He was for 76 years secretary . of
his class of 1900.
After completing his studies , he join ed the law firm of Beumer and Foster ,
served as cap tain in the 151st Field Artillery
in France during World War I, ahj i spen t
three years in investrncnt bank ing!
. -'
Returning to law , brinkwa ter opened
an office at 53 State Street , Bost on , where
he worked un til his/death. He was the son
of Arthur Fuller Prinkwater , an 1840 grad-

ua t e pi Colby when It was known W ,"Waterville College. , Born in Ellswor th , Maine , the
younger Drinkwa ter maintained _ a summer
home in Seal Harbor , Mt. Oesert; Island ^
Maine.
yr vy 7 7 ' y.7 77, 77 Vy.,y. ,yy:
His decision to donate the two pilm m *
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on-canvas paintings to the Colby museum
came about after he spoke-with Barbara
Neville Parker , co-author of John Singleton
Copley, American Portraits, at the suggestion
of her niece, Mrs. Herbert Pratt , the mothc
of a Colhv freshman.
Cop ley 's career as a much-sought aftei
painter began in Boston , his birth place in
1738 , and continu ed in England to where he
fled in 1774 when the Revolution loomed.
A member oif the. Royal Acadmcy, Cop ley
died in Lond on »n 1815"Li ttle Girl with Grapes ," measuring
27V4" by 23" and painted in about 1765
shows a young girl wearing a pearl-grey
dress. A pink scarf is drap ed'over her
shoulders and there are flowers in her hair.
She holds a bunch of white grape s in her
skir t. There are grape leaves painted in the
upper left-hand corner ,
Comp let ed t wo years earlier , "Gentleman in a Brow n Suit" measures 29V4" by
24V4 ". The suit has large gilt buttons. His
wig is grey ; Dominating the backg round
landscap e is_ a birch tree.
Other Copleys in Colby 's permanen t
ar t collection are a portrait of; Benjamin
Hallowell , r dona ted this summer by the
ydughan Family of Maine , and , on per- v
manen t looni from Mr , and . Mrs. EUerton
'
lette, One of Mrs. Metcalf Bowler. ;

Alittle GW Wh QHpe*" c 1765 by John Singleton Copley
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Backstreet
Choir

' ^*fffa\ B wmm
¦V^BB# *B^H

There are few rushes like witnessing a
favorite performer of yours rising to the top
before your very eyes. I say "few" because .
it's not totally unique. .It's not like watching,
say, Bucky Dent (assuming you 're a Yankee
fan), win that crucial game with an act-that
transcends his talents..
Rock and roll is a great democracy where
the.uriderdog has a better than average chance
at success. Just as baseball has its heroes,
rock seems to deliver a bit of justice to the
brave,in an otherwise fixed world. All a
talented athelete has to do is practice, practice, practice, and he 'll get that chance to
win a pivotal game. All an aspiring rocker
has to do is put in. his warm up time winning
over less than psyched crowds.
Countless present day biggies (Steve Miller, Boz Scaggs and Fleetwood Mac),would
seem to attest to that; keep plugging away
on albums and keep bringing your music
to the people, where your work eventually
pays off in a promised land of popular
¦ sup' ."
port.
. '.¦ ¦ • ¦
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Didya. hear the one about the PolishPope?
• " ¦";"¦"--

All this on one condition, however: staying
true through it all to your roots, your influe nces and your origin al aspirations} i.e.,
don 't forget where you came from. And while
this formula has kept a good deal of good
music alive and more or less undiluted over
th'e'years, it has also acted as a form of
natural selection for the industry by weeding out bands_ who did not innovate while
staying within their boundaries.
I like the new album,by Southside Johnny
and the Asbury Jukes, called "Heart of
Stone," now available on Epic records and
tapes, but that means even less than my
ususal nothing because I'm a fan. For all
their low-browed:ness and traveled aesth etic
goals, the music is fun and life-giving from
every "be-b.ob'' to every "doo:wOp" and
every "boy meets girl" in between/Nothing
heavy here, just as many others have said
"Good Clean Fun" and besides, you can "
¦"Hanceto it: I give it a 45.
Anyway, good consistent songs; fine performances by dedicated, talented musicians
and more true-to-live production (as in
"live " performance), by E. Street Strat
master and Guke Godfather Steve (no
continued on page!0 ,

Medieval Medley
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Kottke WMtiMf oelf a
style is his own and, as Rolling Stone puts it,
"... integrates classical, folk, jazz, country,-ragCameron Crowe calls.one " a virtuoso 's 1
time, and bottleneck forms... '' virtuoso." Robert Shelton calls the other
7 7 " I&ttke's background is as distinctive as his 7 .
:"one of the most important of the new city
sound, and style' Although lie tells us that he was :
folk singers and white blues interpreters."
V.;i bom;ih ^ens,"Georgi^
Together, ,they are Leo Kottke anid Tom
Se^ember
11, 1897,'',that statement,:while ty- : y , 7
Rush - Colby's fall concert in "Wadsworth Gym
picai of Kotske's humor; is only half mie. y.- ;- ,
on Nov. 4th , Although neither artist has yet
Kottke ft7anative of the South and Mid- ,
achieved .world-wide fame .pr become,a housewest,
but is only . 33 years old, He spent most of - 7
hold name; each has many loyal:followers
}us
early
years migrating with his family around 77
and an ever-growing list of recordings to his; 7
the
midwest,
and even now^as Rolling Sidne y :
¦
credit.- ' .' , . . 7y7;77 7777:.y. .y 77 y7 : ; :7reveals
a love.ofcowbby laments and
points
oitt,
~
i Leo Kottke was the; first American artist ;"( dirges such as1 Nick Lowe's "Endless Sleep." :•; ,' 7 , \' ..> ¦.
;
to be signed to the Chrusalis label. He:began
playing the guitar ih his teens and has earned
a reputation as one of America 's leading '/ y : '- . Kotdte is usually unaccompanied onstage, He 7?, ;7
¦acoustic 'guitarists , '; ' ' '.y ' y r ' .¦.¦¦''A y y yir ^ ploys with tvw ^ye^ng'guitars (one at a>time),; y C ,
^
; Kottke Won the ''Best Instrurhentallist"
n guitar timed'for'sU^
award from Performan ceitiagazf a
giutar. ; He prcfi^^ ^
'paw)naly7 y^ 'iy
has been awarded theJf'Best Ac^stic^tari!rt"?' ;7 made Martin ifo<t''B^^
award from Gtdtar Pliiyer's M^
giuotr calic^on^^^
;&ur-yet^^
y ^ iM'itoitiK.cm
Althougfh he Has definitely been influehced^y,! > ij i'\whoUy.!yVn^
f ;;; •:
by blues sihgew like Ivfississippi John Hurt/Ws 7' '; between' Tommy-Sin^

by Karen Pfeiffer
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Author Brooks
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At Golby
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Sir Sid the Creamed
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GwendolynBrooks
Pulitzer Prize winning poet, Gwendolyn Brooks will read at Colby.
¦¦
' She is the author of almost one dozen
books of poetry and recipient of 30 honorary doctorates. Her longer works include a
novel, Maud Martha and an autobiography,
Report f r om Part One.
Oris of her reviewersstates that her
poetry "is not seasoned with vibrant hatred
But it is composed with a clear-eyed recognition of the facts of life about both blacks and
whites."
Brooks travelled to Africa in the summer
of 1971, and the following fall she taught Qeative Wiring at City College of New York. In
1974 she returned to Africa to visit Ghana.
"My aim in my next future," she writes,
"is to write poems that will somehow successf ully 'call' all black people.
One of her poems that has appeared in
numerous anthologies of black poetry- is: •

¦iiii»iiii¦iraniw™
¦ ¦
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We real cool. We
Left school. We
Lurk la te, We
Strike straight. We

¦
. : 7- .' "John and the Vassals"
¦H
i
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ruler
White
¦ as khig/it lookingfor the7rightful
' ..
'
/.
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Sing sin. We
Thin gin.' We
Jazz June. We
Die Soon.
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Buckley; Jr."becauseof :his unique ability to .
he, like Leo Kottke, spans the whole extensive
'
'
his
songs,
in
area of American rnusic. His songs, though often '
combinehumor and a deep.rneaning
and has further been hailed!as a gritarist with
dealing widi love and reflective thoughts, are
7 7> ; .y " ',¦•;,. ¦ • '
few cquals, 7 vy /
never cliched oroverly sentimental. 7-7 :
One man who probabley comes closer tlian
Rush was born in Portsmouth, New Hunpshire
in 1941 and was rajsed in Corword I*began his
many to KbttfeV expertise is Tom Rush, The lihd
notes for his first album forr Elcl«tra, back in tlie
. adolescent life in typical fashion, attending
mid-sixties; describe Rusli asan artist who"..; goes —Qoton prep school and beginning literature studies
¦¦ ¦ '
' ¦'
to the heart of the matter 4|i his performances, ;
v at Harvard. .' • -y. " \ ' '
'
selecting classics from a. tcpertbire that is 7
Like Leo Kottke, Rush became a "migrator"
the most remarkable of any urban fplksingen 7,
during his time at Buyard, taking several .
Few canmatchhisi exciting W^yaried ; ; . ¦
breaksfrom liis studies to join the Bos^ton/Ctobridge
^
singingj his guitar playing•&;^f6'rn^..'brMiaht.
folk crowd that included Phil Cfchs, Bob Dylan, :;
f^^ '
¦' '.' ' " :' ' : '1
¦"¦ and Joari Baez. < ¦'¦y '"' ;7' - " ' Ay :: 'i' '- ' :- "'
. "' . ¦ ' ¦ ' ' ' / ' ' ¦ '' ¦¦ ¦ ' ' ¦
''
¦ '¦
' • ...,„
¦'
.. ¦ .
., :
., *• .-,
p ; :,
.. „ .
:
: .,. 7
. . , ..: ."' ; .
I&sh; liloe Leo: KptrJte, xfraws on mam> idtffcrcht areas for; his-sohg cOTtcht ^ his albums liaVe ; ."¦ Both Ij6o Kottkeand Tom Rush are excdlerit
included^ hyrr^^loveball^, f^kwh^ond' V v ; ; ¦; ^ exaniples]of;Ammaui inr^.whp.. haw 'd^bped j.7
bluesmattrial.,^
, '¦ , ¦ A-AAA?AA 'i maimtr^ midc7'but ,^
7i *Ruslvkft r^
7 didr ovw.; At die siu^^
'
album "T1ie}'Ci[cie
Gained u^'epntaintodina-•'
7 int<msea^ never' '^
^
on
tcrM byui^
udentea:mer>j';^l '.'«»rr^tb Colby Nw,•.¦4th.;Show
Joni Mitclteli and Jj uni^:^^
;.);; tJme'.is''8' pni ;TO^
tains his bei*^^
for
^ $4.50 ii^wdentsv Don't miss thern|y7;7
Oame( Rush' has shown' dwit
Siirc ^
J
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PRINT SALE! Original prints by Maine
artists , antique prints , reproductions and art
posters. The sale will be hdd on Friday and
Saturday (Oct 27 and 28) from 9:30 a.m. to
5 pan. in Roberts Union.
OONGERT /DANCE on Frida y, Oct. 27
pjn.
Bob Page and Ihe J azz Babies will .
at 9
be ready to entertain you in Wadsworth Gym-'
nasium Admissiohchar ged
On Riday, Oct. 27 at 8 p.m. ther e will
be a concert -with Michael Pelletier '80^ baritone
and Ruu Machlin (Music Department faculty)
accompanying. It will be held in Given Auditorium.
'*"

'

.

l

'¦

'*

i'

.

HAIIJ0WWEE N DANCE - Dance to Al
's
Corey Big Band on Saturday , Oct. 28 at 9 pm
*in \fadswoith Gymnasium.
Ch Sunday Oct. 29 at 4 p.m there will
be an Organ Recital, gvenby Add Heinrich .
Music by Bach, Mozart , Mendelssohnand Alain.
Lorimer Chapel.
There will be a reading by Gwendolyn
Brooks, .Pulitzer prize winnin g poet, on Wednesday,•.
f*Nbv. 1 at 8 pm in Given Auditorium.

THEATRE - Powder and "Wig's produ ction
ot Kennedy's Children will be shown on Nov.2.
and 4 at 8 pin. in Strid er Theatre. The play is
directed by Richard Uchida "79.
'

On Thursda y,Oct. 26, the SimHesterStreet
will be shown in 1215. It will also be shown
on Sunday, Oct. 29 at 8pj^;(Adfadssipn $1.00
'
" on Sunday).
7 .^7 y yyy 7' 7 ' .f y
y
Part VI of the filih series
Civilisation vM be shown on Thursda y, Oct. 26
at 4:30 p.m. This installment is entitled Protest '
and Communication..'.
7
Want to laugh? Go see The Russians Are
Coridng, The RussiansAre Coming! - a.
crazy film about Russian subs and the inhabitants of an Eastern sunsner resort , starring
Alan Arkin, Qui Reiner, J onathan Winters
and Brian Keith. Oct. 27, 7 and 9:30 pm, L100
On Saturda y, Oct, 28, J ^*l"frectic >n presents SteelyardBlues. The film -will be shown in
- 7:
1100 at 7 and 9 pia
Double-Greauire-Feature!!
On •Nov'. 1 at 7p.m. - the all time/classic,
Frankenstein, starring Boris Karloff will be
shown, followed by The Hunchback of Notre
Dante, at 9:30 p.m.

em vB vmm

Arthur Fiedler will be guest conductor for
the Portl and Symphony Orchestra at
City Hall Aud. in Portland oh Oct, 29
at 7 p.m.
A KinderKonzert with Portland Symphony percussionists for preschool throug h grade 2 will be given at
the Holiday Inn Downtown in Portland
on Nov, 1. Call 773-8191 for tunes.
fhe Royal River Philharmonic J azz Band ,
Dixieland jazz will play at Lewiston
Junior High School Aud. at 8 p.m. on
• y. 77
Oct. '2 8. ";

R am Island Dance Compa ny will make

. its first Portland appearance of the '78'79 season at 103 Exchan ge St. on Oct 27
2«. Call 773-2562 for information.

Dave Brubeck and his sons will appear
at Bates College, Chapel , 8 p.m. on

Oct. 29.

¦

.
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The Celebration Mime Erise m-

ble will present Christopher Columbusv at

8:15 p.m. on Oct. 29 at the same location.

Powder and Wig and Perf ormingArts for many Colby stud ents the distinction
is unclear. The Echo ; talked with Bob
J ohn , president of Powderand Wig, in an
attempt to clear up some of the mysteries
surroundin g the two organizations.
One of the major differences be- y-tween Powder and Wig and Performin gArts,
Bob pointed out , has to do with the ' age
of each group . While Powder and Wig
has been around for many years, Performin g
Arts came into promin ence only re- 7~
cently, with the opening of the renovated
Runnals Union in 1976. At that time,
Runnals became a true center for performing art s, housing both drama and
dance , with facilities for musical productions as well.

Bob stresses , however , that despite v
the differen ces in organization and content , there is a definite sense of cooperation and sharing between the two
groups. 'We 've always shared facilities costumes , actors and -sets, for example
£nd basically work out a common stock. "
Arts, production
The recent A Perfor mingof Columbus, he adde 4, was aided by
Powder and Wig people managing the house
and working on tickets. And , since Richard
Sewell is both the faculty advisor for
Powder and Wig and the.princi pal director
^nction has to do with
th, ^^"
the
'
'how" and "b y whom "
and member of the committee for
each orthere
liason
there is a
Pa -formin Arts,
g
ganization is run . Bob commented
, " Powder and Wig is totall y
as
well.
and dire cted , and its studen t-or ganized
produ ction?. ^
almost totall y atu dent- acted as well.
Per
f o r m i nArts
g shows are directe d
It is clear that both groups serve
by faculty members , and its
useful purp oses on campu s. Powder and Wig
actors
both
tacu lty members and students are
offers any student the opportuni ty to
.» p „ .
8 Arts* nui by a committee conget involved in every aspect of the theatre ,
t™ "?"
whether the studen t is a would-beactor ,
md Student memb«V
and *%
and
• *d??
is £
chaire
director or stage crew member. . It is, as
by a faculty member ,
Pr ofessor Witha m.
Bob
put it , " a student drama society
i
given tjhe freedom and money to dp just . ,
about anyt hing it would like to do. V PerformingArts gives any student
y
or faculty memb er an opportunity to work
But perh aps the most basic difon more classical , serious , and longer pro ference between Po wderand Wig and
ducti ons. The combination and coopera tion
Performi ngArts has to do with what land
of both groups gives Colby an uniqu ely
complete drama prograrri.
of show each group , is most likely to *
put on. Powder and Wig, for ejomple, produces more shows than Perfor ming Arts

©lbvO/ubs^
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each year , but its shows tend towards
" -, "
one-act and comedy plays. Pwfor mingArts,is the group that usually presents more ambitious , "educational"
shows,, such as classical drama , Shakespeare ,
and opera. .

• B-CHoir
continued from page8

longer "Sugar Miami" ) Van Zant who,

this time but has left the studio sutures
at home. It 's alive with the soul and vulnera ble human ity of the sixties studio groups
they echo. On the other hand , the Miam i
Horns have still not found the niche on vinyl
that will successfull y cap ture the ir powerful
live presen ce. Billy Rosh' s basic but satisfy ing guitar is lost in the intentio nally .
dense production. But , these are merel y
te chnical problem 's^ cured in- the studio by
the touch of a dial .
. I' m afr aid another problem is present her e,
just enoug h success is keeping this etern al
und erdog from risking anything new. Because Southside J ohnny is a classic-underdog, a man who canno t play the boss, a
strong believer in roots and tradition and
ab ove all, a purveyor of Rhy thm and Blues
in an era of disco swing arid power chords ?
I' m worri ed that perhaps he believes top
strong ly in his music as , a somewha t holy
purity. True , it was with meaning ful andy
ori ginally tastefu l changes in their blues
founda tions that turned over exemp lary
underdog s to platinum. But do they have
to become commercially carried away?
It wasn 't visions oi the future ior adult era '
tion of the classic R&B forms , that got
him this far. Rig ht now ,;th at seems to be,;
oil he 's looking at. I just hope hell see^before his accomp lishmeri ts are forgott en
thot he can revital ize his music thro Mgh
thought ful chang es as Swill as loyalty» that
he can play other ports jbf town and still; •
liye;dn |tHej MMh '8J d^

Soccer BootsBditif loiiiA S 'l
by Brenda L. Bowen
Colby triumphed over Bowdoin last "x
Wednesday in a well played and exciting
game. The 3-1 final score was a reflection
of the Mules ' dominance and superior play.
Colby's first goal came after 30 minutes of play on an indirect free kick in the
penalty area. Pat Fortin assisted Tom Betro ,
who fired a hard shot throug h the Bowdoin
wall arid into the net.
In the last play of the first .half , Bowdoin was awarded a free kick, just outside
the penalt y area. The Mules ' defense was not
able to keep the Polar Bears from scoring, and
the first half ended at 1-1.
\
In the seventh minute of the second
half , Andy Huber , who played consistentl y
well throug hout the game , scored his second
goal of the season. Huber capitalized on a
good pass by Betro , kicking the ball past
the goalkeeper to put Colby in the lead.
v Bowdoin missed a chance to equal
the score when an indirect free kick , 20.. .
yards from the Colby goal,-was kept out of

the net by a defensive scramble on the 7
goal line. . ' - ; ¦ -. • : ¦[ " ¦/ ' 'A / : " - A " y7':"
In the fortie th minute of the second
half , Q>lby wrapped up the game, scoring
th eir final goal; A break by the Colby offensive line gave cp-captain Dave LaLiberty
the chance to score following a well pl aced
pass by Betro . y '
Solid work from all the Colby players ,
especially freshman Tim Cross arid Pat Fortin , gave the team its seventh victory of the
-season.
Colb y suffered only their second defeat of the season on Saturda y, losing 1-0
against the University of Southern Maine.
The Mules ' game was not up to its
usual high standard. They conceded the
only goal in the middle of the first half.
The second half showed an improvement
in Colby 's play, but they were unable to
score ; the game ended with USM victorious ,
Colby 's record now stands at 7-2-1,
with two games remainin g. This Saturday' :
th ey face a strong MIT squad at home. The
game begins at 12:00.

Trinity Stops Mul e Comeback 34-30
by Sam Weiser
The Trinity Bantams ended the Colby
Mules ' two game winning streak with a 3430 victory at Hartford , Ct. The decisive^
score came with only 3 9 seconds rem aining
in the game,
Colby had . driv en to the Trinity four
yard line with) just over three riiinutes ' remain
ing in the game. The Mul es settled for a
Larr y Sparks field goal , with 3:25 left, to go ¦ ¦,ahead for the first time in the game , 30-27.
The , Mules kicked-off and pinn ed Trinity :
back on their own 20. Trinity then began
the game-winning drive which culminated
with a two yard pass for the touchdown.
The victory raises Trinity 's record
to 4-1 while Colby fell to 2-3.
Colby fell behind late in th e first
quarter as the Bantams scored on a 1 yard
run. Colby answered by taking the ensuing ~
kickoff arid marching 70 yards for their
"firs t score. The extra point was wide which
gave Trini ty a slim one point lead at the
end of the first quarter.
Trinit y dominated the -early going of
the second quarter. They ta llied twice , the
last coming with 55 seconds left in the '
half. It appeared that Trinity was going to .,
take a commanding 20-7 lead into the
locker room - at halftime.
¦ '¦ ' However , the Mules were not ' ab out ,
v
to sit ,back( George Dolan took die kickoff
arid returned , it 20 yard s to1 the Colby 30.
Three plays* later quar terback Frank Sears
passed the final 37 yards to Paul Belanger
to narro w th e Trinit y lead to seven points.
, In t hc 'final march of the half , Belanger was the ^ recip ient of two of Sears '
passes. This was the first ; action of the 7
\seasori for ( Belanger , who missed the earlier
games because of a broKcn thumb . The addition of Belanger will obviously be a plus
in Colby|s filial riirec gomjes. 7 ,7: ;
The Mules came out in the second .
half determined to . reduce the Trinity lead,
It only took Colby 19 seconds to even the
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game as Dolan carrie d the kickoff 82 yards
for the touchdown.
7
Trinity " added ano ther score late in
the third period to increase their margin
to seven points again. The play in this
peri od was even as neither team was able
to dominat e the other. ; 7
The final quarter began , with the
Mules.on Trini ty 's 41 yard line. Five plays
later Dolan ran 15 yards around left end
to tie the score only 1> 3 5 into the final
period. The march was keyed by a Sears
keeper on third down and inches which
resul ted in a Mule first down ,' ". -, I , -.
Dolan was truly the outstandin g ballplayer for the Mules. He carried the ball 18
times i6x 166 yards. This was in addition
. to his' kickoff re turns and ' his receivin g; 7,
Dolan was most successful on the option
which netted him a majority of the yardage. Dolan has been produc tive all year ,
bu t this was clearly the best individual
effor tof the season.
,7
"
, bo t h t eams were
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With tlie score
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leading the Mules to victory this Saturday against
•
antes 7
tryi ng to score and hold the other off.
•ft
The Mul es were able to get good field
*
pun
when
driv
e
position for thei r field goal
ter Steve Batche lder launched a 59 yar d
pun t that pinned Trinity back on their
own six. Trini ty was unable to move, and
the Bantam punt gave the Mules excellent
position.
Even in defeat , t he Mules execu t ion
on offense was promising. The total offense
"
figur e for the game was 344 yard s. The
running gome is wor king well, and Sears¦ ¦
is gett ing the job , done as qu ar terbac k.
ofThe key to the offense 's success is the
fensive line.
The line , ancho red by center Steve
Pfaff , guard s J im Br ophy, Dennis Ring,
\ and J oh n Moy lan , and ta ckles Don Bowman and R alph Pe t ersen , has been opening;
gap ing holes' for the runni ng backs. Ring
arid Moylah arc sharing the respo nsibility , *k Visit our newly expanded store. Follow a
of filling in for the injured Gary Leonard *%LCollege Aye. into Fairfield.
'>JF
i The play of the line is measured in yards ,
M *TNV&'&&ifcsk&:&&sk
TP
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Thursday , October 26, 1978
from his running. This past summer his legs
to'ok him 958 miles, and to him this was the greatest reason for his improvement.
' Through all of his work he has gained
confidence in his ability. Coach Wescott
pointed out, "He is a consistent runner because he pushes himself every day. He knows
by Glen Coral
the limitations of his body very well. As a
Most of America has been swept onto
result, he pushes hiriiself to those limits and •;
their feet by the recent jogging epidemic.
he has remained healthy. This is characteristic
Colby is fortunate to have an individual who
of a good runner." y 7.
7 7y
7 . Dan sees his dedication to his 'runriingj ; ;¦
was running long before jogging was the fad
and will continue long after the fad has faded.
and knowledge of his potential as character- ?
'
istic of any athelete. "It is tough to run every
Cross-country captain Dan Ossoff is the prime
example of a dedicated distance runner.
day* but I feel good when I am in shape. I y
What is distance running? This is riot a
know I can go out and dp seven miles witli- '" ¦
difficult question to answer if the term is
out having to convince myself that I can do it
broken down. There appears to be three
it. I have great/respect for- Don (Bowman) and
classes of distance runners.
Ted (Bolduc), lifting every day and pushing
themselvesto their limits. I follow that exThe first is the person who runs to
ample in my running."
get in shape, but who does not run very ofDan's self-motivation doesn't end there,
ten. Distance covered in this category can be
however. Not only is he committed to run-, ,
up to a mile. The second class is the long
ning, but studies take up part of his time. A*
slow distance runner - recreational running.
Over
the last two years at Colby he has excontemplative
Slow, easy,
jaunts of four miles
celled
academically, earnin g both the Dana and up are not extraordinary. The third class
oyer
and Bixler Scholar awards. of runner trains
many strenuous miles,
example, giving;!00% all of the time." He
building strength, stamina, and "mental tough in college because I came from a strong high encourages the new runners, quietly, in his .
Dan, a junior, has not given the future 7
school team; I expected college to be that
ness" in order to compete in a race.
much
thought. Tentatively, once leaving Colby^
much better. My hope was just to compete own way, but always instilling confidence 7
Dan characterizes the competitive runhe hopes to train for a year, compete, and "A
on the varsity." Much to his surprise, the
with positive feedback. : '
'
ner. As a sophomore at Beverly High (Mass.),'
finish well in the Boston Marathon..7
1
Gj
1976 . lbyj cross-country team was virtually
On the race course, consistency
he joined, the cross-country team, a power- .
His immediate •coricerns are. improving
nonexistent. characterizes the Mule captain. He has finished - personal times, staying in shape for the irihouse that eventually became number two in
first
for the Mules in every race this past sea- 7. door season, and seeing the cross^-cpuntry
Since
then
the
team
has
grown.
PresentMassachusetts. Dan was ninth on the team as a
ly,
Dan
captains
the
thirteen
man
squad,
ail;
son.
Especially notable was his first place firias a junior and third as a senior. Over the course;
. "Next year 7
of
whom
will
return
next-yeari
They
haye
ish
against
Bowdoin, his first number one pla ce team through one more yearWe have a good course of his high school running career he
we*ll
have
everyone
back^
recently completed a successful season, 7
ever, his third place finish at Plymouth State,
participated in both winter and spring track.
base to build on and now that there is a ; 7
finishing
just
over
.500.
Their
many
successes
and
his twelfth place finish ,at the NESCAC
He was captain of the spring track team his
¦
full time track and field cbarch, the school
'
'
include a triumph over Bowdoin, the first in riieet. ' ¦ : ¦ '
senior year.
v
:
/
eight years, They also placed third at the PlyHis accomplishments, have not come about can recruit some better talent. The running
In 1976 Dan came to Colby arid now,
program
has
a
bright
future
at
Colby."
mouth State Invitational, bringing Colby a
about without hard work. He runs every day,
two years later , he is the top runner for the
- The competitive distance runner ttains .;•
trophy. .
sometimes twice, logging up to fifteen miles.
Mules cross-country team. When he went 7
¦
¦
,,
Much of the team's success can be at"I can't take a break. To be a good runner I ' .' hard, is dedicated, is consistent, arid is "men; .
out for the team his freshman year, he had
tally
Bees
sums
it
up;
"Dan
is
tough'*.
Jon
'^
tributed to Dan's leadership; Teammate Jon have to run every dayflt hurts too much to
rto real goals; "I was unsure of my potential
the picture of a dedicated athelete^' 7;- 7 A
Bees related, "Dan is not a talker. He leads by get back in shape." He takes little time off

Dan Osoff: Dedication Pays Off
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Nicknames
. 1) Who was the "Golden Jet" of hockey?
2) What is the nickname of the legendary
George Halas? '
3) Who were the two players who went to
West Point that were know n as the
"Touchdown Twins?"
4) What is Red Auerbach's given first name?
5) Who is called the "King of Tennis?"
. 6) In the game of golf, what is a "niblick?"
7) Who were the "Big Three " golfers in
1960?
- 8) Who is the "Say Hey Kid?"
9) Name the two Army players known as
"Mr. Inside" and "Mr. Outside."
10) Who was the player that was nicknariied
"Black Magic" when he scored sue
touchdowns in one game?
11) What was "Red" Grange's given first
name? '
12) What was the'nickname given to Lamar
Lundy, Deacon Jones, Rosic Greer, and
Merlin Olscn?
13) Who was "Mr. Goalie?"
14) What was Jack Nicklaus' nickname?
15) How did Deacon Jones get his nickname
and what is his given name?
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Rugby Impressive In 14^0 Mft
by Larry Bran yan
The Colby Rugby Club defeated Concord
Athletic 14-0 in a resounding victory at Concord, N.H. on Saturday.,Concord Athletic,
noted for its high standard of.rugby, fielded
a team of experienced players, but itne
' young Colby side carried the game to them.
Concord Athletic was quite obviously confident of an easy victory and it was this confidence that Colby took advantage of to.
>
subdue Concord. Every member of the Colby
team played with a determination to win.
The players worked together to create a <
well oiled, smooth running and efficient ;Ay
machine. The eight forwards were always
first qn the ball every, time someone was y
tackled. Ball handling by the backs was much
improved. Colby played rugby as it is meant
to be played-with skill and determination.
Steve Riviere, Colby's scrum half ,
scored the first "try" shortly before the
end of the first half, He was assisted by Rod Marshall who was the key in making the
"try" possible. The conversion kick by
Peter *Krane was not successful. ;¦ • ,'
The second half of the game was a determined fight to win the ball and keep possession of it by both teams. Concord , riow over
the shock of being behind by 4 points, made
'' ¦'Colby' work extremely hard . The superior
strength and teamwork of Colby's forwards
drove the opposition off the ball time and '
time again; Brad Richards 1 and RusTFleining
were great assets to the team, demonstrating
their fine tackling and ball handling abilities.
The three-quarters played one of the most
exciting games ever by a C^lby team. There
'were few fumbles. The passing was exfj elleritT

and the: running superb . Barry Horw itz >i _ ;
' scored an impress ive try welTml atrie secondan
half of the gamc, Korwi tz 's "try ^ wos example of Colby 's team work and determi na- *

tion. The try was followed by a conversion
kick by Steve Riviere; making the score 10-0
..-The' outcome, was sealed by,Krane who
out-witted and outran the oppositiori to '
score the last try.

Women 's X-C
AtNESCAC 's
by Margaret Klauw ann

• Field Hockey ;
continuedf r ompage7
made by Meyer with 10 shots, and"
Hartzell with seven.
Midfield defense was effective as Nancy Chapin added her talents to the varsity line-up. The backfield saw little
action.

• Football

The Colby College Women 's Cross
continued f r ompage11
'•
Country team pla'ced very well indivithese
men,
have
given
ani
Colby
room
to
'
*
dually in the NESCAC Championship on
October 14 but suffered a loss to Bowdoin run for over 800^yards.
This week the Mules are preparing
in dual meet competition on October 18.
for
their
homecohung encounter with rival
The New England Small College Ath"The game will be played at
Bates-College.
letic Championship meet was held at Ham1:30 on Saturday at Seaverns field. Get put
ilton College in New York. The course
and
help Colby on the first step to the C.B.B.
was 3.3 miles. The first finisher for the
championship.
<¦
in
13th-place
Mules was Barb Cooper
trinity
cotny
with a time of 23:32. Karen SonderM
FIRST
DOWNS
16
geld was the second Colby finisher in
*»8
"
210
YARDS RUSHING
24:28 for 27th place. In 28th place was
1«0
YARDS PASSING
-.134
Colby's Ruth Hales in 24:35. Laura Lit438
344 _
TOTAL OrPENSC
tlefield came in 36th with a time of
'
%\\M\\
14/6/2
PASSING all/cs m/lnl
25:33, Catie Hobson 38th place and
" 6/33,7 "
6/33.8
PUNTS no/ai/8
Ginny Low 39th place with times of
~ 2I 30
J/M
PrNALTICS no/yd i
,
25:43 and 25:46. Completing the
Mules's top seven runners was Kathleen
Shea in 47th place with a time of 26:57.
'
Colby ,
6 - 7
7
10
30
, The women now have a 2-? record'
Trinity
7
13
7
7
'
3
4
t
for dual meets after losing to Bowdoin
at home 16-45. The winning time for the
T- Tlynn 1 yd rim (J acob * kick)
meet was 19:55 by Bowdoin's Jane PetC CIota 1 y d run (kick filled )
rick. Karen Sondergeld led tch Mules in
T- Vot M 9 yd run (J acobi kick )
their effort with a time of 21:20 and a
T- Voire 10 yd run (Jacob * kick)
fifth place finish; Laura Littlefield , Barb
.¦
C- Belanger 37 yd pan from Stut (Sparks kick )
,
Cooper, Ruth Hales, and Barb Neal took
CDolan 82 yd klc keVf rrtur it (Spark* kick)
,
^
places eight, nine, eleven, and twelve •
T« Plynn 1 yd rur( (laeob i kick)
respectively. Also running for Colby were
C- Dolan IS yd run (Spark* kirk)
\
Kathleen Shea, Mori Samaras, Catie Fulton
¦>
\
&Sparka21 yd FG
)\
.
and Barb Ctoit.
"
*
,
; T- McN«fflira 2 yd piM from Foyt (Jacob, (ftck)
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There will be-a very important meeting
of all students who have registered for
the Jan Plan in Cuba. It will be held on
Monday, Oct. 30, 1978 at 7 pm in Lovejoy 318.
- _

There is an opening for one male ' sophomore on the Student Judiciary. Apply at Roberts Desk. ~

7 WTOS-FM needs volunteers for coverage
oif election night, Nov. 7, Tuesday.
• They wfll be stationed at campaig n headquarters in Waterville, Adgusta, and
Bangor and should be prepared to do
taped or live interviews with candidates
. and give 6n-thMpbt progress reports.
7 i The woi^ isjexpected to take ab out
five hours in the everiirig and night. No .
pay but good experience and mileage
are promised. 7
y 7

iim imim™«miin««ii — ,

, .

Attractive Colby co-ed seeking well-to
do, .interesting male from the New York or
Boston area as lover with long term options
in the relationship available. Ownership
of a second home is required, preferably on
the Cape, but large properties in the Sugarloaf area will be considered. Other qualifications: Ownership of an engaging car of
foreign make and a good stereo. Send photo
and qualifications.to Hillary, Box 1499.
P.S. - Nothing less than die just-off-the
yacht look will be considered.

Classical Piano Instruction. Individual
private lessons offered at all levels from
beginner to advanced for children and adults
Grib J SIotes should be submitted
Experienced teacher with Master of Music
by Monday riight at ;thfe Echo office.
Degree.
Music Theory included as needed
am^mmmmam
xmammmmmmmmKBumsammmi
^ma
or desired. For .more information call
7. Saturday night, Oct. 28, the Al Corey
7 Anyone who has absconded with,
Peiloh.Lo, Belgrade Ave., Oakland,
'
16 Piece Band will be performing in the
the iDeutschland posters please;return to :
465-2 157. .
fieldhouse. IFC members will be admitted
Chris Noonan's office,;Roberts Union. No
hassle! The posters are not-purs,7they ber
free. $2.00.for non-members.
Tickets available at- Student Activities.
long to a professor on .campus who was nice
Desk
for David Bromberg at Bowdoin, Oct.
Starting .Oct. 29, the French radio show
enough to; lend them to us. t ;
Special thanks to the patrons for
27.
will be every other week on WMHB between
their generosity in supporting the Medieval
¦¦. ¦¦¦ Lpye to organize other people?
12pm arid 3pm.
Weekend
:
Casco
Bank,
Dunham's
of
Maine,
3:30
77
Oct.
26
at
On
Thursday,
y
Hel p save our new . coffeehouse from
_
John Martin's Manor, The Cheese Shop,
Double Creature Feature.' .'O n
p.m., there .will be a discussion with Robert
total oblivion i We: need people immediately
Peter
Webber,
DKE
for
help
with
the
Nov.
1
at
7
her
Edup.m. the all-time classic,"Frankdirector
of
Hig
the
Collins;
who
is
to learn the ropes and take over, the
Bloody Mary Breakfast, and special thanks
~
enstein,
starring
Boris Karloff will be shown,
cation
in
Europe.
various responsibilities. Talk with Chris
to the Pub and the Josephs.
followed
b
y
The
Hunchback of Notre Da me at
Noorian in Roberts Union or leave a
team beswim
the
Colby
A
reminder
?:30
p.m.
note for Jane Gair, Box 1669.
gins practice on Nov. -1 at.4:00 p.m.:Men
Mi
iiiiiiiiinin
ji iii i°—»"»»«¦»—
li Hi»
\ «u
tfl
J iroi " i'niiiw»i
¦ ^ aMMi«Mfctt1
and women are eligible. Anyone who is
A, ^^ l—a.
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Lost: A silver wrist band bracelet from :
interested and has not' filled out the swimwindow ledge on first floor Arey. Lost "
&^^mmW£ ^W^^^ SQft^^Fm ^^^ B^^ 9^^^ 3^^^*^^
H
^ m\^A Ml I^V^^ BPKl I
mWm
rhing questionnaire should see coach David
^mmW
¦^^ W mmm\mmWm^GLm^^^^
• n^^^^ v*Vj£ iavfli] ik*j i3£j-*^^
on 10/17. Reward offered; Contact Laura
Bright in the pool office.
. ,
^
Byrne Box 202.
v "7
Found: Two room keys, one mail key,
riiree luggage type keys. Roberts desk,
ext.;2l0.77 : '.yJ ' [. -y-y ^ y . - y-- : .;'
Found : A back coyer- to a cameraTcase
Robots desk, ext. 220. 7

y- ,..; The Medieval Fair was Great now please return the borrowed costumes so we
can do it again next year. There are laundry baskets to return them in Runnals Union lbbby.
Thanks..Mck Sewell
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.10 Delight
11 Signified ,

12

13
15
20
26
27
28
29

Gables

Fierce feline
Widows ' takes
Came ra part
Cults Sly looks
Tower (Chicagc
Severe \

Q Edward Julius ,. 1978 , Collogiato CW78-15.
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f \ ^^ Because there's going to be nothing 'straight. . P^^
1 ^k
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about a CHEECH & CHONG film. —

31 John or Jane

33 Liberace ' s nickriar

35 Naut i cal men
36 Hea ddresses
37 Transformer
38 Vacation mecca
"
39 "Tortilla
40 Like some shirts
4 1 Certa i n p i tches

27- Bowl ing establish¦
ment
¦;" DOWN
.29 Garden worker
'."3.0 Garden apparatuses 1 Does dama ge .
y 44 Obstruct
32 African antelopes 2 Do doctor 's work
3 Telegram
46 Like some hotels
34 Betty — , .
4 Greek letter
51 Tightly drawn '
35 "Beverly Hill 5
Joplin
52 Unique thing
output
7 billies " actor
36
39
.42
43
45

^w

f^Pm^ ' "*\ r-ri"!3^r wtikB ^ nH^

collegiate crQSstvord
47 —— loss for
/ ACROSS ;..- .- . 7 words '
48 Welcome
1 Oarsman
49 Ball player Traynor
' 6 Whittled .T
50 Sheet music
12 Column part
; symbol
.
-14 Was of help52
Made' a .choice '
16 Excess " supply .
'
17
BeacnVFla. . 54 Gi ve up
of
Dionysus
55.Bride
,
7
18 Uncommon
57 Spread hearsay
19- Wise lawgiver
59 Lured '
21 Put in storage
60 Lincoln 's concern
22 Turkish title
23 ,Teacher 's — - 7 61 Get out , in
baseball.
24 Suffix: native . of
62 Engli sh metropol i s
25 Tennis replays
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Winery employee . ' 6 Author of ''In Cold 53 Tedious
Blood" .
54 Inlet 7
Wooded areas
7 English river
56 Roman 601*
French islands
8 L.A. athlete ..
58 The ever-popularMr. Laphain
' " " -— Busch
9 :Celebrities'Dutch painter
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Stop And Think

Recent incidents concerning a prowler on campus should hot be taken
lightly. Many students seem to think that because Colby is located in; the "Maine woods",
there is no danger from outsiders.
Unfortunatel y, that just isn't true. Last year , for example, several joggers
reported seeing a flasher on the three mile loop. We can 't build a wall around Colby, and
two security officers can 't be everywhere at once.
Head Residen ts have been notified ,and dorm meetings have been held to warn
about the prowler , but students ' general reaction seems to be to laugh off the entire
matter. Women still run the loop alone and students still hitchhike into town. , .
Althoug h everyone would like to believe that Colby is an isolated , sheltered college, the security problem s'are real. Ignoring the prowler incidents is not the
solution.
Colby should take steps to improv e security. As a result of the vacancy on the
force, there are only two men on the night shift. A new officer should be hired as soon as
possible. The lamposts on campus should be turned on. They were very helpful during
Parents ' Weekend , but otherwise they haven't seen much use.
Joggers should not be forced inside, but they should be caref ul about when
and where they jog, and about jogging alone. Hitchhiking is a major form of transportation around town, but students should be care ful to take rides only from Colby people.
It is unfortunate , but there are dangers around campus. '

CleanUp Your Act
Hey let's have a little consider ation guys! Plugging up toilets just isn't a .
funny trick , especiall y when it means that due to damage , a roof falls on an unsuspe cting person 's head . Injuries could have been serious.
And that 's hot the only thing, it's not Christmas , and tissue bedecked trees
are hardl y in season. Toilet paper flapp ing in the breeze is neither attractive nor ecologically sound .
This kind of "fun " is symptomatic of a real lack of respect ,, toward individuals and toward the campus as a whole. One would like to think of Colby as a "learning " institution. Consideration for others is a basic tenent of society. If we don't learn
that here , when are we going to learn it?
So next time you're looking for a means of self-expression, consider channeling that energy into something constructive for a change. Because "harmless pranfcs " are
frequentl y more destructive than they are funny.

An apology is due to our subscr ibers for the delay in mailing the first
three issues of the Echo. The delay was the result of a computer error , which
has been corrected. Mailing of back issues began last week.
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To the Editor : • ¦ ¦ - . - ¦
We would like to sincerely tha nk the
peop le responsible for last weekend' s Medieval 'festivities.At a rime when the pressures
of midsemester culminate , last weekend
provided a much-needed release from the
normal grind . Althoug h, it isn't possible to
name everyone involved, they are no less
appreciated . Kudos especially to Gerrit
White and Sav Zembillas who mastermin ded
the whole affair , spending several months
~
of their time getting things together.
Thanks. Eds.
To the Editor: ¦ ,
We wish to app laud the actions of
certain members of the faculty who see
fit to deviate from the soporific norm .
a case in point is the inspiring behavior
of Dorin Zohner , who leaped headlong into a pile of silver maple leaves last week as
his class watched appreciativel y from a
nearb y window. Even with the drone of
latter-day academia embracing a plethora
of brain material , we may yet witness the
psycho-kinetic efficacy of. child's play.
N. Plancher
A. Mente

COLBY ECHO PRODUCTION STAFF

Typists: ,

To the Editor :
People don't understand! It 's ab outas simple as that! ' '
Before every movie we tell them ", that no drinking or smoking is allowed- 7
that the administration and fire depart ment forbid it- that if people don 't ~*
abide by the rides , Stu-A films will be
closed down. But people think the whole 7'
thing 's just a joke , a silly gaine that can
be skirted by smuggling in their cans
and bottles. Well, last Friday night, we
all found out how serious the game is.
During the second showing of "Mon ty
Python ," Serp ico caught several people
drinking, and after making them pour
,out their goodies, informed me that a report
would be filed to close down the auditorium for any further films. Now we
are try ing to hassle it out and see if
we can get one more chance. I just hope
those beers tasted good.

J ohn Coiwell

. ,

To the Editors
On beh alf oi Gerrit White and myself,
I'd like to thank all those who contributed
to making the Medieval Festival s success;
B&G , ,Seiler 's, the Woodsman 's Club , the
German , Russian , and Fre nch Clubs , J ohnny
and the Vassals, Dick Sewell and bisecting Class, J ane Vehman; J ane GahyD r.
Birge and the Faculty Chessmen , Rob . Lenk ,
Paul Kudlicii , Cheri Bailey, DKE , Stu-A
Films , the Colby Eight arid Colb yettes , ,
the clue givers, Tina Chien , Rick Highland , and especially our ; Committee - Mary
J ane Bates , Helen Dpoley, Cind y. Dclpapu ,
Dave Rich , Vivian Bogdonoff , Miriam Goldberg, Susan Whaleh , Ann Renner , Cathy
Courtenayc , and Pat Chasse . Very special .
thanks to Chris Noonan . whn brought. our '
ideas down to earth. 7
7
¦' '•:
¦ " . " . ". ' :
"' Sav Zembillas ;
All letters must be signed[ arid submitted by Monday evening, Names will be wltlif ield upon request.
The Colby ECJIO reserves the f ight to ihorteri any
letter, if we receive several
^ bnly af epreserita .
topi c of interest, we.ttiay print
¦'. 7 ,' . Ay ' . ¦;' y - ' / • ¦ "' ,; ' , ' v. ' ;" ' ' '" ¦
tin letter,
.

. What the people don ?t understand is
that we empathize with them. It would
be great if we could all suck down- a '
on a few bats.; But .
few beers arid dance
¦ • "' .' .' A' ¦ . >¦ . A y. ¦- . ¦ ¦ ¦ ¦7= .v , " '
we can't.
.
'
Two and.a half years ago* the administration carne down-arid laid "out the 7
rules that we have to play by. It 's not
up to me ix> criticize those rules; that 's
not what this letter is written for ; It 's
written to tell everyone that if you can 't
accept the standards set down- if you
don 't care whether you have any movies
at Colby --if you can't make it throug h .
two hours without nursing a wine bottle
or blowing some smoke- if you just don 't
give a damn whether Films continue , fine,
just let us know. Then we can save everyone a lot of trouble and trash the whole
thing altogether.
Dave .Rich

To the Editor:
In last week's edition of the Echo ,
I was disturbed to read an article entitled
"Li ghter Work Load Discussed By EPCL'.
The .article , written by„Marga ret Saunders ,
cont ained a quot e which ! believe needed
some explanation , but contained none. The
article referred to the discussion between
faculty, administrators and student repre sentatives on the Educational Policy Committee (EPC). Professor Hauss of the Government department brought his proposal
to lighten the course load before the committee as an alternative to the proposals of
the EPC subcommittee. His proposal , althoug h only in the introductor y stage,
essentially advocates.a four course semester .
He argues that a four cour se semester will
reduce the work load . I arg ue-that in theory
it might , in practice it won 't. I can envisage
professors tak ing the opportu nity to use
the four course load to increase the work
load to a level equal to th at of a five course
load. Professors could offer more in-depth
study of a subject, but "would have to increase the number of readings arid homework to do so. This may in itself be beneficial , but does not ,serve the purpose of
reducing the workload .
The Bundy report offers considerable
flexibility without altering the structure of
the course system. I believe that the EPC
subcommittee 's proposals are far, more
,
practical from the administrative point of .
view, and will help to lighten the course '
load. Admittedl y, students will not be able
to spend as much time on five courses 'as
opposed to, four courses , but is riot the
purpose of a liberal art s education to introduce a student to all major fields, of .7;
study? A four course semester would allow
for riiore in-depth stud y of fewer coursesr
y I would like to ask what course sys- ^7
tern is better , four or five courses per semester? Fro m which system would the student
derive the most _benefit? Would people
complain about four courses in much the
same manner as they do five courses? I
believe that whether the course requirement per semester is four , five or six, students would still spend less tirnc on one
of, the courses because of lack of time problems." ,!could be wrong and as Academic A ;
Life Chairpers on , would be pleased to receiyc student input7( Box 151 , Ext. 457);
Tentati ve, votes ate being cast on the EPC 7
sub.commiiwe :proposals , althoug h before '
any pro posal/ comes before the EPC for ' av ¦;
final vote, a question nair e will be distributed
by the EPC .- student representative s to : 7
investigate stud ent ' O pini on. Thank you,y l
' yy 7 ;7 ;yLarry Branyan 7'
. ¦
y^ ij ^f. \ ' : A
y Acade mic Life Crj airRcrson
¦ Studen t
represen tative, EPCy
'

¦
To the Editor :, y ;
y '. ' 7"
I congratula te you on the discovery of
the "Earle Aropretum " but r<spectfully
offer another point of view. Steve 's room :;
is beyond a doubt one of the nipst "uni que"
on campus. But where plants are concerned
I think it 's more importa nt to consider quality over quantity. The object here is not to
acquire as niany as possible nor as large "
as you can, but rather to raise the plant from a cutting and grow with it over the
weeks. I cite in particular your cactus garden , Steven. In a wbrdyborih g. A littl e
originality in arrangement is definitel y
called for. I do congratu late on your Afri- ;
can violets however , you 've certainl y got .
a lot of 'em. One thing you-forgot to men- '
tion Steve was your ,"^row...or go!" philosophy, and it is to this that I raise the most ,
serious objection. To~keep a plant in your
room under , threat of banishment if it
doesn't grow welNs against the principles
of freedom upon which this country was
founded ! What choice does the poor thing s
have? Despite the 18 hour grow light ,
fuelish that it is, and the baby tears that
grow by red light in your bedroom , I do
not want to infer that it has that "Bloom-

ingdal es" appe al to it. Fro m your vegetarian Venus fly trap (it rejectsTHST to your
corn plant ( which has yet to prod uce any...
cornj I mean) to your spider plant which
reproduces like a rabbit , I raise my glass '.
of non-alchoholic "rap id grow " in admiration. Your plants aire good Steven , but I
humbl y suggest you stop by my room
next time you can tear yourse lf away from
"
your "family " and come to the other side
cactus
a
real
what
of campu s. Ill show you
g^dm «• V 7 - 7 M.D.

On
Cours e
Loads

relationshi p of students and faculty. "
The opportunity for unstructured encounters with professors is one reason wh y s;
many students attend small liberal arts
colleges in the first place. This is a valuable
learnin g experience stifled by the fiveby Steve Singer
course system."
The fifth course (usuall y a "gut '.'
A front page article in the April 14,
to make the semester bearable) limits,
1977 Colby Echo carried the headline ,
hot broadens the tota l knowled ge
"STRIDER FAVORS FOUR COURSE Ssquired in a given period of time. The
Expresses hope for change. " I agree with
type
of learning in a superficial course
the President; it is in the best interests of y
does
not stay with a student long. It is
the students and the institution to adopt
difficult
to get beyond an introduction
an avera ge four course workload. ;
's content and into th e
to
the
subject
. Discussion of the four or fivethoug
ht processes and systems of the
course schedule invariabl y precipitates
subject, the stuff upon which substantive
the depth vs. breadth disagreement.
und erstanding is built. The heavy fiveIs it better to cover , a wide rian ge of inforcourse workload does not allow most
mation superficiall y, or a slightly' narrower
stud
ents to properl y assimilate what they
range more comprehensivel y? Proponents
are
supposedl
y learning. Everyone ^ know s
of the breadth ar gument claim that by
the
all
too
familiar
cycle of-falling b ehind
definition , a liberal arts education covers
in some courses to prepare for tests in
a broad topical area , and should shy away .
others , th en having to sacrifice this
from the concentration one would get at a
progress to, catch up for papers and
specialty , or vocational school. Theref ore a
exams in the courses we just let slide. ¦
five-course schedule gives the student , the
This problem is gr eatest in the junior and
greatest general knowled ge, supp osedly a
prime goal when building the "well-rounded
senior years, as th e upper levels courses
stud ent. "
are, very comprehe nsive. The Colby stud ent
This sounds fine in the ory, but r ealquick ly learns th at grades measure perfority shows it \s overly Utopian . In practice ,
mance , not int egrated knowledge. The
th e five-course workload restric ts, rath er
threat of a poor transcri pt deinands ' th at
than expands the students ' aquisiti on of
we demonstrate our juggling ability.
bo t h sp ecific and general knowled ge/ The
This pr essure theory of learning
weight of carrying five courses threatens
requir es cram ming in at least a few subto .pull the Colby stud ent down , dr owning
ject s. Any psycholog ist or pr ofessor will
him or her in a sea of work . Students
acknowled ge that what one "l ea rns " by .
and faculty realize it is usuall y impossible
cramming is quickly forgotten. A four to do all that is required by all one 's courses , cour se schedule will help insure that our
so to keep afloat students selectivel y jettis on
expensive education will stay with us.
th eir excess academic baggage, a policy
The five-course system also imposes
gener ally referred to as "b agging it. " The
heavy fines for participation in extra student , must choose what work not to do ,
curricular ac tivities. Even an occasio nal
and which ' course hot to do it irt.
column for the Echo has , forced nie to atIf a Colby studen t is genuinel y intend severa l classes less than totally pre spired by a par ticular course or two, he
pared. It is only bec ause of the five-course
or she must make a conscious decision beworkload tha t I' ve had to decide between grades ana personal interest/P ara- 7
tween study ing for xlass or writing this
doxicall y, the desire for good grades ,
ar t icle, both valid ;educational proce sses.
limits how much one can learn abou t a
A good liberal arts College should allow
particular subject. "Diving headfirst into
for both learning experience s, noty
an exciting course necessitates dr aining
one at the expense of another. Many, * *
off parts of other courses , resulting
.
many students would like to be more
in lower grades. The five-course load sets
active in ribn -cour sc related activities,
t he studen t agains t himself , pulled'b y ;
but "just don 't have the^ time. "
the two opposing desires for grades and 7
Our fivfreourse schedule also;
knowledge. ;A four ^cburse schedule ' would ;'
puts
us
at a disadvantage in post-Colby
give the student ^ room to follow his courses
job and gradua te school search, Most
carefull y <\WtK
other schools to which Colby and 'its
a mistaW^ ;Gr ^ing would be moire realls- '
studen ts are com pared have four-course
tie ,; based on wha t thie student learned i not
syst ems , and their grades
, are hi gher. 7
on how iskillfully lie ' chose ^what ;not to 7 i'
bf- ia graduating < ' '
The
avcrage
^GPA
¦•
7 '7' 7!7777\777'y77y :777;7' ,, ..; - . y A
team.
Harvard ;student is about 3/5. •¦- * ' '7 7 ¦¦•
;' ¦ .^In -'tt ; 'deba te on ' ^his. ' Wpic vy7;; y. ; '7 : , '
^
Employers and gradu ate schools rarel y
last springs "Professor Biancaccid expres weigh
grades with respect to course- y
sed , th e! idea that a four-course schedule 's;
loads
we will be carryin g our extra
»
'in
grading
pressu
res
will
case
the
•'decrease
¦ ', , ' ^' ;
! iA 'A : \ A :y X . A - ' - "
¦
As • : ..! . y
,A
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To the Editor :
Once" again , an infantile amusement by a talented Colby person has
caused considerable incovenience.and
discomfort to unsuspectin g victims. Last
Saturday night a toilet in the second floor
W omen's room in Robe rts Union was
playfully plugged with' a whole role of
toilet paper. The resul ting flood affected
not only the immediat e area on the

course long after we've left Colby.
A commonl y heard rationale
agains t switching to a four -course "
system is that we would have to remodel
our 'credit hour requirements. But
appeal to inertia is always a lazy argument ,
The advanta ges of four cours es are far
grea ter than the trouble of imp lementation
Ultimatel y, the preference for
depth or breadth is personal choice, one
that should be mad e by each student in
accordance with his or her academic
goals. There is no absolutel y right or
wrong side of this issue. Unfortunatel y,
under our present five-course system die
decision had been made for the Colby
student. Four courses would allow the
student more control over his own
college care er. One could always add
a fifth cour se, but it would not be
. required. Last Apr il, "president Strider
said "I 've been arguing this (for four .
cours es) for somethin g like twelve years. "
Isn 't it time we acknowl edge th e benefits
of the four-course system? Less can be
more.

^MXS ^MW
I

by Bob Ha m

The Colby Educational Policy Committ ee (EPC) is currentl y debating alternatives to the structure of the curriculum.
Colby 's pr esent system is known as the
\5-0--5 system , five courses per term with
a non-ac ademic credit winte r term . A great
many of the other schools that Colb y
equates itself with in terms of size, academic quality, educational obj ectives arid student composite have 4-1-4 systems which
allow them credi t for J an Plan and one less
course each semester. This system gives a
total of four fewer courses over a normal
undergraduate career.
One of the alternatives presently
under consideration by the EPC is a report
which proposes to give academic credit
for a J an Plan and potentiall y reduce each ^
semester by one course for a 4-1-4
system, This alternative has , some int eres t ing
possibilities but seems to fail the objective
of hi gher academic quality at Colby. '
I favor main taining the status quo of
five courses per semester or as the Bundy
repor t to the EPC states , giving a credi t
option for J an Plan and thereby reducin g
one semester a year by one course. This
position of support is not due to a desire foi
self destruction. I' m as capable as the next
studen t of complainin g loudly during t hose
weeks when a paper, two exams and a
seminar presen tation ar e all due. However ,
it remains th at the purpose of a liberal
ar ts college is to provide a broad base of
learning in divergen t subjec ts so as to in-

second floor , but also went throug h the
floor into the Student Activities offices
on the first floor. Damage to files and
office equipment took two days to clean
up. The big bonus was the collap se of
the ceiling on Tuesday, which resulted
from the generous soaking on Saturday.
The ceiling cra shed down on Mrs. Trudy
King, office secretary, injuring her and
creating another mess to be cleaned.
Lucidly no one was seriousl y
injured , but the potential for such a
catastrop he was great. We would like to
nominate the persbn (s) responsible for
this act for the first ann ual Student
Champ ion Uncouth Moron (SCUM)
award. The winner of this presti gious
award is elligible for a private interv iew
with the Student Judiciary Board and
the Deans, and may even qualify for a
free trip away from Colby . Information
on this and other nominees may be sent
to the Student Activiti es Office. Thank
you.
¦Chris Noonan ,
Director , Roberts Union

spire a student into becomin g intereste d in
many things. Colb y accomplishes this by requiring a student to take eight courses
more than several Of the aforemen tioned
colleges. For most studen ts this provides
the opportunity of taking an art history,
a speech class or perh aps even a geology
course that they wouldn 't have taken
before.
The pro ponents of the four course
per semester system might say that the five
course system encourages the tradition of
looking for a "gut " in which a person may
take the course pass-fail and never show up,
When that is the case then the time spent
has probabl y been wasted. At the same
time, ther e are many who ta ke that fifth
course just to see what a particular discipline involves and trul y get somethin g out
of it. It would be naive to thi nk that many
of these fifth course s would be taken if not
required .
Concernin g the argumen t for achieving
greater depth of covera ge in a course , if one
-were ori gin ally assigned 1000 pages of reading and this were increased by 25% to compensate for the one less cours e, th en what
difference would an additional 250 pages
make in a subject where there might possibl y
be tens of thousands of pages ? Take a •
literature course , for example , where
assigned reading may cover 20-25 plays in
a time period that includes hundreds. What
appr eciable difference would five - or 10
more plays make? The idea is that most
undergraduate courses can onl y b e surveys , "
designed to whet the appetite and pr ovide
a general knowledge of a subject , leaving
the detailed work for grad school or personal pursuit.
One of the stron gest arguments for
five courses is to maintain and increase '
the recognition that Colby ls> striving for ,
at all
times. The
tha ^ being excellence
school as an institu tion has set some high
goals for itself. The simple fact that it-has
spen t several million dollars on new and
renova ted buildings in the last two years at a time when many other schools are
cutting back expenditur es-shows the strength
of convict ion , planning and direction of the
adminis trat ion.
Pride and the realistic consideration
that a Colby dip loma is increasing ly well
recogni zed by prospec tive emp loyers and
gra d schools leads me to believe, tha t Colby 's
continued growth is for the benefit of all
st uden t s'herc , past and present. I believe
that the present system of five courses per
t erm is an int egral par t of t he founda t ion
for that continued development.
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FRIDA Y October27
. ""
9:00 - Women 's Varsity Tennis
.4:00
State Tournament -
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Come down and visit with return ing alumni.

The Mules keep kicking.

Noon

"
Cha pter Houses
Loebs Field

Varsity Soccer
Colby versus MIT

1:30 p.m. Varsity Football y
Colby versus Bates

Seaverns Field
-

Support the soccer team in its final game of the season and the football
team in its next to last home game.
*
9:00 p.m. H alloween Dance -Costumes invited.
Music by Al Corey 's Big Band (16 piece) ;
This will be a good chance to listen to a very talented group of musicians
playing almost any kind of music that is asked of them. Come and join the alumni in
an evening of listening and dancing.
IFC members can get in free. All others $1. Catering. Sponsored by IFC
and the Alumni Relations Office.
Priz es will be awarded for the best costumes of the evenings
7:00&
"Steel yard Blues"
9:30 p.m. Film Direction

y

Lovejoy 100
/

. -y.qnd sloshing no matter the weather.

SUNDAY October 29

1:00 p.m. Varsit y Soccer versus Alumni
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9:00 p.m. Concert/Dance
Bob Page and the J azz Babies
Admission - $2.00
Catering. Sponsore d by_Student Association
7
and the Alumni Relations Office.

SATURDAY October 28
Morning Fraternity /Sorority Corporation Meetings
(If scheduled by the indivdual houses):
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"Wales Tennis Courts
(Fieldhouse)
Gymnasium
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